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SUMMARY

.'The modeling of performance degradation due to chemical protec-

tive clothing has become an area-of increasing 'iriterest t6 military

analysts but has been plagued by a lack of reliable data. This re-

search effort proposes a methodology for estimating the mechanical

degradation of individual soldier3 when wearing this clothing. With

maintenance tasks as the investigative focal point, applicable areas of

work measurement, human performance, maintenance management and degra-

dation modeling were used to develop the Degradation Analysis Method-

ology for Maintenance (DAMM).

Using a decision model and the appropriate Army technical manu-

al, a taxonomy for maintenance task analysis divides individual repair

jobs into task elements according to their aim and the manual manipula-

cion required. A procedure for obtaining movement degradation values

was developed and applied using field test data. The results were then

incorporated into the Ballistic Research Laboratory degraded effective-

ness algorithm. DAMM constitutes an improvement over the subjective

degradation estimates which predominate in current data bases and does

not require costly field testing. <` --

Methodology evaluation was based on performance in predicting

task-time degradation and its impact on unit effectiveness, as evAluat-

ed using thv Army Unit Resiliency Analysis model. Applications of DAMM

are recommended for the areas of command guidance, Army maintenance

doctrine and chemical warfare modeling. In addition, proposed enhance-

"ments to DAMM are discussed.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Overview

One of the most difficult problems confronting the military

operations analyst is the modeling of chemical warfare (CW). Except

for the use of toxic chemical weapons during 4orld War I, U.S. military

forces have little experience to draw upon for such modeling efforts.

While a chemical protective ensemble reduceq an individual's vulnera-

bility to chemical agents, it also tends to degrade the individual's

performance and military operational capabilitiy. Widespread individu-

al performance degradation causes a loss in overall unit combat effec-

tiveness but the exact correlation between individual and unit degrada-

tion has not been established.

Although a wide varicty of effects which contribute to this

degradation hava been identified, their impact has not been rigorously

quantified and Lhe evaluation of These effects has relied heavily on

subjective data. The severe consequences of chemical weapons and the

increasing threat of their use make a more systematic mcdeiing of per-

formance degradation a matter of continuing importance.

Military Aspects of Chemical Warfare

Chemical weapons are designed to achieve one or more of the

military objectives listed in Figure 1-1. There are several types of

chemical warfare agents, with widely differing properties. Some are
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CREATE CASUALTIES Very effective against poorly trained and equip-
ped forces. The ability to penetrate defensive
positions is a key advantage.

DEGRADE EFFECTIVENESE The use of protective gear causes increased heat
buildup, fatigue and loss of visual and tactile
ability.

SLOW MANEUVER Restrictions posed by protective clothing and
need for special procedures to avoid moving into
contaminated areas slows the pace of military
operations.

RESTRICT TEFRAIN Liquid chemical agents are used to slow maneu-
ver, channel attackers into kill zones and aid
in the protection of flanks.

DISRUPT SUPPORT Logistical centere are lucrative targets using
liquid chemical agents. Dez:ontamination of
equipment and personnel is extremely time con-
suming and of limited effect.

Figure I-I. Military Objectives of Chemical Weapons

quickly dissipated and lose their effectiveness in as short a time as a

few minutes. Other, more persistent agents can last for a week or more

depending on the atmospheric conditions. It is these persistent agents

which require the full use of proLective clothing.

Eifectiveness of CW munitions is quite sensitive to the readi-

ness of the unit under attack. Here, readiness includes the protective

posture of the unit being attacked, the capabilities of their chemical

defense equiment, and, of exceptionally great importance, their ability

to effectively use this defensive equipment. Chemical warfare is

rather special in that considerable protection and readiness to cope

with thc resulting environment can be achieved if one is willing to

*



accept the performance degradation that will result from the use of

protective clothing and equipment.

Individual and Unit Effectiveness

The chemical protective ensemble worn by U.S. Army and Air Force

ground personnel, which includes a mask, impermeable gloves, overboots

and a charcoal lined overgarment, is used to provide whole body protec-

tion against liquid chemical agents and some chemical agent vapors (see

Appendix A). As mentioned previously, this protective clothing can

degrade individual performance in several ways. The most common physi-

ological and psychological factors associated with this degradation are

described in Figure 1-2,

Unit effectiveness is degraded as a direct result of the

restrictions imposed on individual soldiers. Degradation of unit

effectiveness is most often manifested as an increase in time required

to perform its assigned missions. Ultimately, a unit commander must

weigh the tradeoff between the level of protection he wishes to assume

against chemical attack and the loss of combat effectiveness due to the

protective clothing itself.

Problem Areas

Degradation Modeling

Much of the renewed military interest in CW was stimulated by a

report published in 1973 by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for

Munitions Effectiveness (JTCG/ME) [231. Among other findings, this

report called for the revision of military procedures in dealing with

. .
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HEAT STRESS - Caused by the thermal build-up and is believed to have
the most significant effect on performance

- Has received the most emphasis in degradation studies

RESPIRATORY - Inspiratory and expiratory rdsistance increased due to
mask filters/valves

- Major problem during periods of heavy exertion

MOBILITY - Overgarment and overboots restrict full extension of
limbs

- Bulk of ensemble makes maneuver difficult in confined
areas

DEXTERITY - Gloves limit fine finger movements and cause signifi-
cant loss in tactile sensation

- Leather gloves are often worn over the rubber gloves to
prevent damage, further degrading dexterity

VISUAL - Mask causes loss of periferal and vertical vision and

poor optical coupling with sighting devices

- Reduced depth of field for far vision

- Mask eyelenses subject to fogging/glare

AURAL/ORAL - Voice muffled by mask and hood impedes sound reception

- Some communication devices not compatible with hood/
mask

PSYCHOLOGICAL - Confining and isclating nature of ensemble can cause
individuals to become disoriented and frustrated

- Can degrade ability to concentrate

Figure 1-2. Degradation Factors

-
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CV and supported the need for new chemical defense equipment. Much of

the information needed to guide doctrinal revisions and equipment

research comes from computer simulations of CW engagements. Unfortu-

nately, most of the combat simulations which incorporate CW view it

from the context of the field employment/behavior of chemical agents

and the consequent chemical agent casualties [19]. Although several

models include the assessment of heat casualties, personnel degradation

caused by wearing protective clothing has aot been extensively model-

ed.

Data Base

The representation of chemical degradation in CW models is high-

ly dependent upon the degradation data available. However, there is

"little empirical data on the effects of protective clothing on individ-

ual dnd unit effectiveness, with the possible exception of heat stress.

Although the nature of. the effects anticipated can be specified and

incorporated into a degradation model, many of the quantitative input

parameters describing these effects must be considered assumptions.

Given these limitations, it is not surprising to find indications that

the amount of degradation associated with specific physiological fac-

tors or general task categories has been largely overestimated. A

variety of recent studies (14,27,34,71] have reported significantly

lower levels of task time degradation than currently being used in some

models.

Within the last few years, a number of literature reviews have

recognized that tasks need to be classified by their potential for

rn.
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degradation and recommended that further research should be aimed at

those tasks most susceptible [19,60,79]. Unfortunately, the high cost

of such research makes it unlikely that many of the data voids will be

filled via experimentation in the near future.

Experimentation

Of those field experiments that have been conducted, the great-

est availability of data exists for combat units, particularly for

infantry maneuver missions [20]. However, the lucrative targets that

support units present for the employment of persistent chemical agents

has caused increasing interest in the degradation of logistical sup-

port. Maintenance requirements, with their high content of manual

dexterity, have become a specific area of interest to both the U.S.

Army and Air Force. Commanders have expressed a need to know more

about the degradation they can expect in their ability to maintain

combat equipment.

Military Implications of Problem

As discussed, the ability to accurately model performance degra-

dation due to chemical protective measures has a direct bearing on the

development of realistic combat doctrine, training and effective chemi-

cal defense equipment. At a lower level, it is essential that field

commanders be able to make informed decisions concerning their combat

missions and logistical support requirements when faced with a chemi-

cally contaminated battlefield.

Logistical functions such as organic and support maintenance are

particularly sensitive to the assumption of a given chemical protective

p'.'•' ",•"..," •': >•'I'""" •:"">••" "•;" "'" •"" ••.• "" •" " • "'':'"• • "• • -• •' • " "" " "•" -•'•" '" "" """• "" ""•''•' "•'"' ".
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posture and may ultimately influence the decision to repair or abandon

a contaminated item of equipment need.ing repair. Decisions such as

these will have a major impact upon the logistical burden that battle-

field units will face and must be based on an understanding of the

"performance degradation that can be expected for typical maintenance

tasks. Based on the current state of CW modeling, it is questionable

that effective training and doctrinal advice can be provided to com-

manders who have to make such decisions.

A Research Obj ective
04

"The primary objzctive of this research is to develop a method-

"ology for classifying and quantifying the degradation of maintenance

* task performance associated with wearing chemical protective clothing.

For the purpose of this investigative effort, only the mechanical

degradation of task-time performance will be analyzed (e.g. the degra-

dation of physical movement). Through a synthesis of existing litera-

"ture, experimental data and personal experience with the subject area,

the following intermediate objectives will be incorporated into this

goal.

1. Develop a taxonomy for maintenance task analysis which cap-

tures the key elements of mechanical degradation due to

protective clothing.

2. Using this taxonomy, estimate the individual degradation

factors for each movement class and incorporate them into

the Ballistic Research Laboratory degraded effectiveness

algorithm.

SV

.4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..%.
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3. Apply the revised degradation algorithm to the Army Unit

Resiliency Analysis (AURA) model to test the sensitivity of

unit effectiveness to the degradation factors developed.

4. Analyze and discuss future research efforts needed to

improve degradation factor estimates.

5. Identify applications of the proposed methodology and

discuss its possible expansion '.o other military tasks.

-,.. ,. - - . '.. .. . ,-%, , . ._ . ,-..., :V:.. ,. ,,, . %... • •. . ,. ,. *, *** ..-. .. • ° J . ,. -* * .. .,_ _.._*



CHAPTER II

/

LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to provide the necessary foundation for a methodology

describing and quantifying performance degradation, three major areas

of emphasis were identified for investigation; maintenance management,

work classification/measurement and human performance in protective

clothing. In this chapter, each of these subject areas will be

reviewed in the context of their applicability to the research objec-

tives. This information will then be synthesized in later chapters in

the development and evaluation of a proposed methodology for degrada-

tion analysis.

Maintenance lanagement

//

In the past decade, the U.S. Army has been in a dynamic state of

transition to cope with the problems associated with the modern battle-

field and the influx of increasingly sophisticated equipment. The

impacts on the maintenance system have been particularly severe. The

need to provide support to a highly mobile force in a variety of high

threat environments and the increasing complexity of weapon systems

have spawned new interest in maintenance management. In a similar

vein, the high cost of maintenance operations associated with increas-

ing automation and mechanization has generated renewed interest in

standards and management techniques for maintenance in civilian indus-

try [51].
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Characteristics

Part of the reason for singling out maintenance tasks for analy-

sis lies in their unique characteristics and the impact they have on

military operations. Job conteut for maintenance tasks is generally

difficult to predict due to its non-repetitive nature. The procedures

for performing such tasks are generally well defined but the actual

work can vary both with individuals and with the conditions they

encounter while doing the work [84]. Three characteristics are of

particular importance in military applications:

1. Critical points in task. Certain aapects of some mainte-

nance tasks require very little time to accomplish if no

problems arise but performance time may double or triple if

difficulty is encountered. This often occurs when assembl-

ing components which involve fine linkages and pr.cise

positioning. When chemical protective clothing is involved,

it has been noted that correcting such problems is even more

time consuming [26].

2. Low task proficiency. Due to the low frequency of occurance

for many maintenance tasks, individual proficiency is gene-

rally lower than for other types of military tasks [36].

Learning effects are more likely to occur than with respec-

tive missions, making such tasks difficult to analyze (see

Figure 2-1).

3. Moderate, manual work. At lower echelons of the Army main-

tenance system, repair tasks which are subject to

° e . , -, ,. , , " - "h ,• ... . . .o o q ° . m , , • ... . ° h . . , • , ...........-. -..

"."L• " • " . . . . • " S "" .. . "."" " "5-." • " " " • " " "' " ' ' '
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Figure 2-1. Maintenance Proficiency [36]

degradation are those that are likely to be done in a field

environment. As a result, work is performed primarily with

hand tools and is characterized by a high degree of hand and

finger dexterity. Although exceptions exist, maintenance

tasks are generally anerobic and are less susceptible to

fatigue and heat stress at moderate temperatures (less than

70 degrees F) [45].

Army Maintenance Doctrine

In order to support current Army doctrine, a new three-level

maintenance structure was implemented in 1983 [74]. The concept is

.. •. .. :-.•.....?.-.• .: ... :• L.. .. •..??. <.,i .. •.•-?q..••?<•?•.,?'."- ,,•%
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designed to improve the responsiveness of the maintenance system by

providing more support to deployed combat units (forward support). In

addition to an improved ability to rt :over and z,;r he damaged equip-

ment, a definite emphasis has been placed on repairing equipment in

forward areas of the battlefield. As a result, support maintenance

teams will be more likely to perform their mission in protective cloth-

ing than in the past. Other ramifications of this new doctrine, as it

pertains to performance degradation, will be discussed in later chap-

ters.

The new Army maintenance system consists of three levels of

maintenance as described in Figure 2-2. One of the "corner stones" in

the Army maintenance system is the Technical Manual (TM). TMs exist

UNIT At this level, maintenance is charactarized by quick
turnaround, repair by rt.,,lacement, minor repairs, and
performance of scheduled services. Unic maintenance is
performed by the operator, crew or company maintenance
section.

INTERMEDIATE The intermediate level of maintenance has two orienta-
tions, direcz support and general support. The focus of
intermediate direct maintenance is mobile support as far
forward as possible. Intermediate general support
maintenance is performed in support of the theater
supply system through the repair of assemblies, compo-
nents and modules by units in semifixed or fixed facili-
ties.

DEPOT This level of maintenance maintains and accounts for war
reserve stocks. Depot maintenance 13 performed in fixed
facilities in the continental United States and the
theater of operations, and is production-line oriented.

Figure 2-2. Army Maintenance Levels
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for virtually all items of Army equipment and normally focus on a

specific level of maintenance. Each manual describes what repair and

preventive maintenance tasks are authorized for a given level of

maintenance. Step-by-step procedures are provided for each authorized

task along with detailed pictures and diagrams of important components.

As a result, technical manuals provide a wealth of information for

maintenance task analysis.

Tactical Operations

Ir terms of performance degradation due to protective clothing,

unit and intermediate direct support maintenance levels are of primary

concern in tactical operations. Units performing higher levels of

maintenance typically operate out of permanent structures and are not

in an open environment which is typically subject to liquid chemical

contamination. Of key importance to combat unit commanders, the ab.li-

ty of organic maintenante personnel and equipment operators to perform

unit maintenance while encumbered with protective clothing can make the

difference between a decision to repair an item on the spot or to aban-

don it for ultimate evacuation by an intermediate direct support unit.

To make this decision, a commander must weigh the additional time

required to repair the equipment and the impact of its potential loss

against his current tactical situation and mission. Without an accu-

rate picture of the degradation involved, such tradeoffs are difficult

to make.

As already discussed, the price for assuming a fully protected

posture can be high. Thus, full protection may not always be worth the
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resultant reduction in combat potential when the mission is critical or

when the threat of enemy use of chemical weapons is low. This need to

balance protection with urgency of the mission led to the development

of Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP). This is a flexible

system that allows commanders to raise or lower the amount of

protection through five levels of MOPP; MOPP 0 through MOPP 4.

Protection increases with progression from HOPP 0 to 4, but efficiency

decreases. Selecting the MOPP level that provides the best balance

requires judgement.

Standardized MOPP levels, shown in Figure 2-3, are used by

commarders to allow them to easily increase or decrease levels of pro-

tection. Items of protective clothing that take the longest to put on

and that degrade mission performance the least are put on first. Other

items that can be put on quickly and degrade performance of individual

tasks the most are put on last. This flexible MOPP system gives the

soldier a head start at protecting himself from the effects of chemical

attack.

The effective use of MOPP and knowledge of the degradation

associated with it can be major factors in a unit's ability to accom-

plish its mission. Commanders must perform a MOPP analysis to balance

the risk of chemical agent casualties and failure to accomplish the

mission. As illustrated in Figure 2-4, the difference in terms of

chemical casualties can be significant. Although the use oi MOPP in-

volves risk, the better the commander is able to analyze the complex

factors that control the need for protection, the lower the risk and

the higher mission performance is likely to be.

" " " ' ' ."," '. -- .' , . -" "." ' ", ." ."" '. .'".. " • • ","~~* ~. •'i.... -* -. ', '.*'*.'* .* '.' 2. ' . '* -'.*- •. •
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Work Classification/Measurement

In the preceding section, information was provided un how main-

tenance tasks diZfer from other types of work and a brief introduction

to Army maintenance operations in tactical situations was given. The

purpose of this section is to investigate how such tasks can be classi-

fied and mcasured.

Task Taxonomies

To satisfy the objectives of this research, it is necessary to

be able to classify maintenance tasks by their iusceptibility to

mechanical degradation. Such a classification system is often referred

to as a taxonomy. Miller (55] describes a taxonomy as -. • • a way of

simplifying a complicated universe of individual events and objects

according to the way in which groups of individuals (or observations)
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have things in common cr differ." In short, a taxonomy is a way to

classify data according to the natural relationships of interest. The

general goal is to facilitate a stepwise task breakdown into smaller

elements in a logical and systematia way which focuses on key relatio,-

ships. In this case, degradation due to protective clothing is the

relationship of interest.

Helmrich [38] described a typical basis for work classification

as saown in Figure 2-5. Of particular interest in the degradation of

maintenance tasks are the aim of the task element, the object operated

on, the aids required to perform the action and the environment. It

should be noted that the physical characteristics of the objects being

manipulated (e.g., size, shape, type of linkage) and the aim have con-

. siderable impact upon the degree of precision that must be exercised in
ý'.

maintenance tasks.

" tThere are a wide variety of taxonomies which focus on the human

perceptual and psychomotor requirements which affect job verformance.

-BEHAVIOR Physical behavior; e.g. grasp, reach, get

-AIM The goal for a work element; e.g. assemble clutch

-ENVIRONMENT Layout of work place or surroundings

-OBJECT The item for which actions are done

-AIDS Equipment like tools, utensils, or machines which are
"used to influence the object

-MEDIUM Used in conjunction with the aids for accomplishing the
aim; e.g. coolant for drilling

Figure 2-5. Basis for Cla.ssification

.z %
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Although a comprehensive review of taxonomies is beyond the scope of

this research, a detailed analysis was recently conducted by the Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory in an effort to obtain a description

of the ability required for performing the tasks of 35 Air Force career

fields [70]. As a result of their review, a taxonomy containing 13

"perceptual/psychomotor classes was developed. Of these 13 classes, the

six classes shown in Figure 2-6 are applicable to the study of perfor-

mance degradation due to protective clothing.

Each ability class is further divided into two levels of abili-

ty, high and low. Using finger dexterity as an example, activities

such as typing or accurate manipulation of an implement (small tool,

pencil, etc.) were classified as requiring a high degree of finger

FINGER DEXTERITY. Skillful, coordinated, precise finger
movements that involve the use of one or more fingers to
achieve quick and accurate manipulation, insertion, or
grasping of small objects.

MANUAL DEXTERITY. Skillful, well-directed, coordinated
arm and hand movements to manipulate objects quickly and
accurately (but not controlling a machine).

CONTROL PRECISION. The ability to perform rapid, pre-
cise, fine controlled adjustments by either arm and hand
movements or leg movements.

VISUAL SPEED AND ACCURACY. The ability to preceive small
"details quickly and accurately.

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION. The ability to discriminate and
interpret sounds.

DEPTH PRECEPTION. The ability to determine the position
of objects in space and to perceive in three dimensions.

Figure 2-6. Performance Classes

ii:
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dexterity. Tasks such as pulling the trigger on a weapon or activating

"a light switch were classified as low ability because little precision

for positioning is required to accomplish these tasks. However, no

specific criteria, other than examples, was provided for classifying

tasks into the appropriate level.

Using the taxonomy, questionnaires were developed to obtain data

from Air Force personnel qualified to evaluate the tasks normally per-

'-'iformed by the career fields of interest. Two types of data were of

primary interst [70]; (1) how much each ability is involved in the

performance of each task (amount) and (2) the amount of variability in

the quality of task performance as a function of each specific ability

(performance quality variability). The first data item provided a

measure of the relative saturation of an ability in the performance of

a task (or career field). The second type provided an indication of

"whether or not the ability separated good from poor task performers.

Across all 35 career fields, many of which involved maintenance tasks,

the four most highly rated perceptual/psychomotor abilities for both

amount and performance quality variability were visual speed and accu-

racy, finger dexterity, manual dexterity and visual memory. In the

conclusions of this study, it was stated that "A high correlation

(R -. 97) was found between the ratings of 'amount' and of 'performance

quality variability'. This suggests that only one or the other of

• these factors need to be included in future investigations of this

type." [70]

O,1^1
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Work Measurement

Whereas task taxonomies were investigated to assist in the

classification and breakdown of tasks, the objective of this section is

to determine how the physical movements required by task elements are

measured and analyzed. Ultimately, it is desired to determine which

body movements most frequently relate to the mechanical degradation

associated with maintenance operations in HOPP.

Work measurement (or analysis) is based on the principle that

the time required of people to perform certain basic or elemental

motions is approximately the same for different people [21]. As a

result, the time to perform manual work can be predicted by describing

the job as a sequence of these elemental motions that have known time

requirements. As shown in Figure 2-7, Eady has described a "family

tree" for work measurement techniques [30]. Because one of the objec-

tives of this research is to analyze maintenance tasks without direct

observation, predetermined time (PDT) systems are of primary interest.

A PDT system, a3 defined by Barnes [13], consists of ".. . a set of

time data and a systematic procedure which analyzes and subdivides any

manual operation of human tasks into motions, body movement, or other

elements of human performance, and assigns an appropriate time value."

"Because of the wide use of PDT systems and the applicability to per-

formance degradation, the remaining portions of this section will con-

centrate on this technique. The following sections offer a brief

review of PDT system factors which are applicable to the analysis of

performance degradation.

N
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Generality. As shown in Figure 2-7, PDT systems can be classi--

fied according to the scope of their data. A generic system is oriant-

ed toward human behavior with elements recognizable as distinct human

actions. As a result, it has maximum universality. Functional systems

are oriented toward work actions "on and by the parts and tools in-

volved" [44] and therefore adapted to a particular type of activity. A

specific system, often referred to as standard data systems, are devel-

oped for a particular industry or organization and therefore lack uni-

versality.

TH. A.NIL Y TR.EE

WORK MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

ESTIMATING 3 sTOIA A P TTM SUDiPWORK SAMPIN

GENERIC SYSTEMS - FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS SPECIFIC SYSTEMS ,
Intended to be t3ed and un'doe Adapted to a particular type Developed for a particular in-

stood by all - Not restricted of activity dustry or organizatlen, suchas

or particular In Application CLIrRICAL"TOL USSIMIC1OASSEMBLY ,ANIN .0 CONSTRUCTION -,Z COMPANY

MTM1 *..NOMMAD STANDARD DATA SYSTEMS1

CFO" .~ NOT CENINLL
AVAILAMILK

',.THE MTM FAMILY * *

Figure 2-7. Work Measurement Techniques [30]

L k .
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Speed of Application. The speed and ease of PDT system applica-

tion is largely a function of the level of detail for which the system

is designed. Systems with a large number of data elements are general-

ly more difficult and time consuming to apply. The smaller amount of

time typically associated each data element in a highly detailed system

can dramatically increase analysis time. As an example, Figure 2-8

compares the major elements of three Methods-Time Measurement (MTM)

systems, the most dominant PDT system [30]. Also provided is an esti-

mate of the number of time values which are likely to be required for

describing manual work. As the level of aggregation increases, the

number of time values decrease rapidly.

MTM-L MTM-2 MTM-3

AGA404 0

I TURN 05OJICT 33" | r'...

MO¥, O i PUT s TRANSPORTf

Siro

Figure28.i oDI SENs

AMRS

* . .,.. .-.-. **. . *. .

L, N G 
-21Vgl 9 129i 1.--• 

•.r I 
M

Figure 2-8. Comparison of HTM Systems [301
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Accuracy. As with application 3peed, the amount of precision

that one obtains from a PDT system is related the level of system

detail. System accuracy is predominately a function of the average

length of a motion or time element of the system [31]. Application

accuracy, which is the variation in analysis times by different ana-

lysts using the same PDT system, is often combined with system accuracy

to provide an estimate of the total system accuracy. Total accuracy,

expressed in a unit called "balance time," is defined by Eady [30]

as

. . . the nonrepetitive cycle in Time Measurement Units (1 TMU -

.0036 seconds) at which variations up to 15% may be expected 95
percent of the time. Stated in another way, it is the cycle
time at which 95 out of 100 analyses of a given job would fall
within ±5 percent of the true value of the job.

Using the variance chart shown in Figure 2-9 and a cycle time of

1000 TMU (36 seconds), system variation ranges from a low of ±6.4

percent for MTM-J. to a high of ±36 percent for MTM-V (a system used

I • • -- - " --i - -•r - - ' L4 . i... ""i

/4N."IPWTIT I -U Y- (-A T"

.. , ,+....,,... ., - i .. . - , l
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for manual work involving machine tools such as lathes, drill presses,

etc.). The key point to be made here is that PDT systems, particularly

aggregated ones like MTM-3, are limited in their accuracy.

Measurement of Non-repetitive Work

For the purpose of this research, knowledge of how non-repeti-

tive work such as maintenance is measured is required. Because work

measurement for maintenance activities is perhaps the most difficult

application of any, it typically receives the least attention [84]. As

a result, the choice of available systems is relatively small. In the

following subsections, several generic and maintenance oriented systems

will be briefly reviewed.

MTM-3. Although the MTM series of generic PDT system3 was

briefly introduced in Figure 2-8, MTM-3's [50] application for low

repetition, long-cycle tasks bears a little more attention. This sys-

tem, as with MTM2, is based exclusively on MTM-1 motion sequences and

has only four codes and ten time values. A simplified decision model

for iZrM-3 is shown in Figure 2-10 (44]. The main elements are Handle

and Transport. Handle consists of obtaining, moving, placing (if

necessary) and then releasing an object. Transport is Handle minus the

obtaining and r~leasing.

15MTO S 0ET'O YES CofECTIN No T

M TIO .. YES CORRECTIONS No YES T0

FgDe MOTI2-0 SimlifEDE T- DcsoDMd AT HA4

Figure 2-10. Simplified MTM-3 Decision Model [441
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MEK. MEK (MTM for Einzel und Kleinserienfertigung) [62] was

developed by the German MTM Association to measure one-of-a-kind and

small batch production. This system consists of seven different time

elements as listed in Figur, 2-11.

-Get a'id Put

-Handle Aid

-Put

-Operate

-Motion Cycles

-Body Motion

-Visual Control

Figure 2-11. MEK Time Elements

Designed to be applied without direct observation, the analyst

determines that Gets and Places do occur, the accuracy of the Places,

the distance rhe objects must be moved and the weight and bulk of the

object. These variables are determined from a parts list, a drawing of

the assembly and knowledge of the workspace layout. The key rationale

behind this system is that the analyst does not need to know the exact

motion sequence to perform the analysis as with MTh.

UMS. Universal Maintenance Standards (UMS) (84] was developed

to solve the problems of non-repetitive jobs in maintenance operations.

Studies of maintenance work have shown that about 80 percent of mainte-

nance jobs require less than eight hours to perform [51]. Because of

• .• .....• .•.. • •>•-• . • •.. • •le- JI"?.'..• •.*-' . . .. . . .. . .•.. . .••ý•.'oi°.-..,...-.'.
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the problems associated with setting standards for such short jobs, UMS

estimates the standard time for a job by comparison with a range of

classified jobs, called benchmarks, whose basic times have been deter-

mined by detailed analysis. Benchmark jobs are normally classified

according to task-area aud time-range. Each time range identifies a

specific "pigeonhole" [84]. The job of the analyst is to place the job

being analyzed into its proper pigeonhole based on its similarity, in

terms of work content, to the benchmark tasks used to develop that

pigeonhole. The job being estimated is then given the average time for

its assigned slot. It has been shown that, over a period of time,

errors that occur cancel each other out to an acceptable level for time

estimation purposes [45].

Data Block Synthesis. Data Block Synthesis (67] relies on the

classification of mechanical maintenance work into a number of motions

which are characteristic of maintenance tasks. Figure 2-12 lists the

data blocks used to identify these motions and provides an example of

how they are defined.

In essence, Data Block Synthesis accounts for the body and man-

ual motions to obtain and replace tools within the immediate work area,

hand and tool actions to loosen, tighten, assemble and other motions

necessary to remove or replace fasteners. As with MTM, data blocks are

classified according to a set of decision models. An example is pro-

vided in Figure 2-13.

Times for each motion are established using MTM2 for different

groups of tasks. As with MEK and UMS, it is not necessary to see all

jobs to be estimated in order to make a data block analysis. An

"% ,,"
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DATA BLOCKS IN MECHAIN ICAL REPAIR WORUK

Description Code

Threaded fastener TF

Non-threaded fzstener NTF

Handle-fit fingers FF
"fit one hand F1H

- fit two hands F2H
" fit assisted FA

"fit lWtting gear FL&
* remove fingers RF

remove one hand RIH
* remove two hands R2M

remove Utlin; gear RLG
- captive HC

preparation PREP

The data blocks are carefufly defined, as you will see

from the example of threaded fastener.

DATA BLOCK- THR.EADED FASTENER-T?

DEFINITION: A single unit (such as a bolt)
or a composite unit (such as
a nut, bolt ant washer) which
joins or is joined to other
items by means of mating thr eads.

Figure 2-12. Data Blocks [67]

ALcbORITEM FOR PARTS HANDLED

DO MMAOU4G ALCOSJTI

fu.p ow
t 

aU Niew m CLASW" AS

W0 -M " M t .Wd 
ASSNS

me CLUA1IYAS

-- A. .m- I, - -TWO -.

DO SUMMAIMO
Y"

,,e N C LAMMY AS

DO SMMATI0

ye

CtAWPY AA 1nWGZM
F0 r.1,AgrAlh O[

Figure 2-13. Parts Handling Algorithm [671
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experienced craftsman can use a list of parts to be handled and classi-

fy them using the decision models provided.

Human Performance in Protective Clothing

Background

Given some general techniques for work classification and mea-

surement, a relationship between these techniques and performance

degradation must be established. The objective of this section is to

investigate how performance is degraded due to protective clothing.

Although there are a large number of work situations outside of the

military which require the use of protective clothing, an extensive

literature search concerning human performance in such situations

yielded very few documents. Those references that were found and

reviewed [1,33,58,61,69] were safety oriented. Specifically, the per-

formance of the clothing in protecting the individual was of primary

concern. Where human performance was of interest, performance in the

protected state was subjectively evaluated since comparison to an

unprotected state was rarely applicable.

Military applications typically concern both safety and human

performance because of the criticality of the mission normally associ--

ated with the profession. In some circumstances, most.notably CW, the

use of protective clothing can be varied with a concomitant acceptance

of risk to the soldier in return for improved individual and unit

effectiveness. However, it should be noted that military use of pro-

tective clothing covers the widest range of applications and includes

the majority civilian usages found in the literature as shown in Figure

2-14.

S• k, . % 0 -0.6mb. * b ~ m • e• I - ` - •t • • % 4 o . .. ,o
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- HIGH ALTITUDE/SPACE FLIGHT

- FIRE FIGHTING

- ARCTIC/TROPICAL SURVIVAL

- RADIOLOGICAL/CHEMTCAL HAZARDS

- COMBAT PROTECTION

- EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL

- DEEP SEA SURVIVAL

Figure 2-14. Usage of Protective Clothing

In order to evaluate human performance in protective clothing,

the variables which influence individual output need to be considered.

A model outlining the interrelationship of performance shaping factors

and performance, developed by the U.S. Army Human Engineering Labora-

tory [20], is shown in Figure 2-15. Variables include those outside

the person (extra-individual) and those internal to the person (intra-

individual). Extra-individual factors refer to those situational

characteristics which determine the conditions under which the task is

completed, the equipment needed and specialized job instructions.

In ra-individual factors are those psychological elements, physiologi-

cal stresses and organismic factors (skill level, intelligence, etc.)

which are unique to each individual.

Given this breakdown of human performance factors, it is essen-

tial to have a clear method for evaluating performance which, in turn,

dictates how degradation is defined. Specific types of Jobs have dif-

ferent standards of performance (or performance degradation); task time
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and quality/accuracy (in terms of allowable errors) to name a couple.

In degradation studies, the relationship between accuracy and rate of

performance is of interest. As discussed by Bauldauf and Klopcic

14],

It is generally possible to increase the rate at which a task is
performed (number of rounds fired, number of messages sent) if
accuracy can be sacrificed (increased probable error in weapo•i
accuracy, increased number of messages not understood). Norma!
training, however, specifies a minimum accuracy which must be
maintained.

In many cases, the requirement for accuracy is inherent in suc-

cessful Job accomplishment and need not be specifically addressed. In

other situations, the distinction may not be as easy to make. Figure

2-16 depicts a hypothetical relationehip between the accuracy versus

rate tradeoff curves for an individual. As indicated by Bauldauf and

Klopcic [141, there is a possible ambiguity as to the effect of degra-

"dation in that lower quality, quantity or some combination of these may

result.

"MINIMUM ACCURACY TO
MEET MISSION REQUIREMENTS

UNENCUMBERED

uU

-, U

RATE

Figure 2-16. Accuracy Versus Rate

•2:-*
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To remove this ambiguity, MOPP degradation studies normally use

cate or time as the primary measure of performance. Task time is most

"useful in such studies due to its ease of measurement and because dif-

ferences in time are readily comprehendable [65]. Accuracy measures

"vary widely in their impact upon ta3k accomplishment and are more

difficult to compare. In addition, several performance tests have

reported that the quality (or accuracy) of performance did not differ

significantly between MOPP levels [78,79]. However, these same tests

reported significant differences associated with HOPP status when

measures of rate/time were used. As a result, it is generally assumed

that individuals maintain approximately the same level of accuracy

whether degraded or not. However, the degraded individual can be

expected to function at a lower rate in order to maintain this accuracy

'It should be noted that the primary focus of this research is on

. performance. While it is recognized that many military

taeks are ollective in nature, a detailed analysis of the interaction

"*' ef,"'cts isociated with group performance is beyond the scope of what

couJd rLa.onably be accomplished in this investigation.

The remainder of this section on human performance in protective

clothing will provide a brief review of some of the more recent mili-

tary studies and tests which have investigated this subject. Specific

areas of interest include general military studies, developmental/

operational equipment testing and field testing.

4r~
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General Military Studies

AMSAA TR-313. This report, entitled "The Effects of Chemical

Protective Clothing and Equipment on Combat Efficiency" (65], describes

a methodology used to develop an initial task performance data base

which can be used in computer simulations to assess degradation in a

chemical environment. The data base is broken down by type and size of

Army unit, the major tasks which the unit performs and the level of

workload eequired to perform the tasks. Times to aecomplish each func-

tion without protective clothing were based on the subjective judge-

ments of officer personnel and subsequent tasks times in MOPP were

obtained using work/rest ratios for avoiding heat casualties. Table

2-1 shows the performance degradation data for a company size mainte-

nanca unit.

One of the key limitations of this study is that the data base

does not include time delays which occur from reduced mobility, dex-

teriLy or restricted visual acuity. It is questionable that, ignoring

"any mechanical degradation, increased task time due to heat stx-ess

considerations would typically be in the relm of a 100 rercent increase

at temperatures in the range 20 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit as reported.

As will be shown later, there are a large number of recent studies

"which report significantly lower task-time performance degradation at
I,

moderate temperatures.

AFAMRL TR-84-063. This Air Force study, titled "Chemical

"Warfare Defense Operations: Field Study Methods and Results" [27], was

aimed at developing a methodology for assessing Air Force Base perfor-

"mance in a CW environment and assisting in data base development.

2:1--
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Table 2-1. Performance Degradation for Maintenance Unit [65]
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Unobtrusive field team methods were used in obberving a representativie

cross section of VW sensitive and mission critical activities. Such

information was to be used to identify areas for more detailed study

and to highlight choke points in maintaining a high state of operation-

al readiness (sortie generation is typically the primary criteria).

Although most of the data was not quantified or validated, the

study provided several intereating approaches and observations. As a

part of the study, each major unit activity was broken down into speci-

f ic tasks. These tasks were evaluated for their sensitivity to CW

attack as shown by the example in Table 2-2. In addition, task perfor-

mance degradation comments were obtained from exercise personnel at all

% % ~.
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Table 2-2. Integrated Combat Turn Tasks Sensitive to CW [27]
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levels through interviews and questionnaires. The results, as shown in

Table 2-3, are supportive of findings from other recent reports on CN

degradation. Of particular interest was the following finding j27]

. . . it was observed and subjective data was collected to sup-
port the conclusion that the more time spent actually training
in the ensemble, the lesser the degree of performance degrada-
tion. . . Those personnel who appeared to have reduced the de-
grading effects of ensemble wear had either devised their own
techniques to accomplish difficult tasks (commonly referred to
as "work-arounds") or had learned techniques from more experi-
enced co-workers.

Developmental/Operational Equipment Tests

Protective Gloves. The handwear of the soldier, which deter-

mines the degree of skill with which he can perform many critical

battlefield tasks, constitutes one of the most important areas for

research aimed at increasing the efficiency of the individual. Studies

of the effects of chemical protective gloves on manual dexterity (41,

52,54] have revealed that wear of this portion of the prntective ensem-

ble yields a significant decrement in manual performar.e. All of the

tests reviewed used standardized dexterity tests, the :.Isults of which

are presented in Table 2-4. The common purpose of eizh test was to

evaluate several different types of handwear, with bare hand perfor-

mance as the baseline. In all laboratory tests, the current chemical/

biological (CB) protective butyl rubber glove was one of the handwear

types tested.

With the exception of the torque test, bare hand performance was

best for all tasks. Although the amount of degradation and level of

significance varied from test to test, the level of degradation that
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Table 2-3. Ensemble Effects (27]

Degraded Performance Exercise Personnel Comments
Thermal Buildup Depends on climate/work area. may make mission
in Ensemble success Impossible.

Slows work rates, introduces safety hazards.

Published work cycle criteria for sedentary
and active workers are unusable. Field data
are needed that is job specific (USAF hospital
comander coaament).

Work Rates in Ensemble Locomotion, manipulative task completion rates

are increased.

Dexterity tasks are much more difficult..

Communication Present comm equipment is not well adapted to
mask and hood weai. Manual communication is
muffled but Intelligible. ATC personnel need
a microphone inside the mask.

Manual Tasks Restriction to movement and heat buildup make
physical exertion tasks much more difficult.

Working with mall tools or In tight areas is
virtually Impossible; howe*er, with enough
time can be accomplished.

Oriving Slow driving In ware climate increases thermal
buildup.

The Cl mask severely limits peripheral vision
forcing sl "r driving speeds.

Personnel Identity Slows down assignments and job management.
Need an AFSC (Job) identity tag.

Still a security problem.
Scenarios Short scenarios are often not long enough to

Identify or examine actual unit capabilities.

Lack of Sufficient Slow ensemble donning/doffing rates and
CWO Training Improper wear will kill a significant number

of personnel.

Filter change time can range from 5 minutes to
an hour or more.

Glass Fogging In Ensemble Decreased vision slows activities.
Sweat increases fogging, Sending drops sweat
on prescription lens inserts.

Speaking, Listening Brick (handhold radio) cormunicstion
In Ensemle Introduces error and delays.

Voice communication introduces error and
delays.

Landline telephones are difficult to use in
C "gear.

Mtsinterpretation/mlssed alarms will kill many
Individuals.

Poor Fit of Mask Mask falls to seal due to head size of
personnel or due to sweat breaking seal.

J.- -.eo • + --. o • o r• , . o o o - o . " + - - • • , • . ." +• •. . .. - . + •. t ' • • ' , .• _ • •• . - • , • • " . - ' ' ' . , ,. .
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Table 2-4. Dexterity Test Results

REPORT TASK SIGNIF.

TEST TYPE NUMBER EFF. * @-.05

TORQUE TEST (angular force) 73-35 1.33 YES

MINNESOTA 2-HAND TURNING TEST 73-35 .75 YES
(measures manual dexterity via TR-81 .94 N/A**
manipulation of 1 1/2' x 1" blocks) TR-82 .79 NO

O'CONNOR FINE FINGER DEXTERITY TEST 73-35 .85 YES
(designed to test the ability to TR-81 .71 N/A**
assemble small mechanical parts) TR-82 .80 YES

CORD AND CYLINDER TEST (ability to
handle soft, flexible materials) 73-35 .75 YES

BENNETT HAND TOOL TEST (proficiency 73-35 .90 YES
in the use of wrenches and screw- TR-81 .92 N/A**
drivers using nuts & bolts) TR-82 .94 NO

CRAWFORD PINS AND COLLARS TEST TR-81 1.0 N/A**
(manual dexterity using tweezers) TR-82 1.0 NO

CRAWFORD SCREWS TEST (fine finger TR-81 .74 N/A**
dexterity in starting small screws TR-82 .79 YES
and using screwdriver)

PENNSYLVANIA DISASSEMBLY TEST TR-81 .92 N/A**
(Nut & Bolt disassembly measuring TR-82 .94 NO
finger dexteri.y, arm. movement &
hand/eye coordination)

PENNSYLVANIA ASSEMBLY TEST TR-81 .74 N/A**
(Nut & Bolt assembly measuring TR-82 .80 YES
finger dexterity, arm movment &
hand/eye coordination)

*Task Effectiveness (barehand time/glove time). Soldiers were trained
on the tasks (barehanded) prior to testing. For 73-35, degradations
reported are those for trials 7 through 14 only.

**TR-81 did not report a level of significance for the difference
between bare hand and gloved performance.

• . • . • , 1 • I, - ,•- , - , - -A • ° , . - . - • ~ A -I -.-S % - , " . " %•" " q " , " , " • "
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results from the use of protective gloves may be significantly smaller

than the 300 percent increase in time used in the BRL degradation model

[14], particularly where the use of hand tools are concerned. It was

also noted that degradation was substantially reduced by practice 'Ath

the gloves.

In a related test by McGinnis et al. [53], which tested handwear

for cold/wet environimental protection, it was noted thnt tactile feed-

back loss at the fingertips Is a primary source of decrement in manipu-

lative performance. Thus, proper glove fit and reduction of airspace

between the end of finger and the glove finger tip could improve per-

formance. In additton, it was also noted that while gloves interfered

with the handling of small nuts and washers on the Bennett Hand Tool

Test, the protection provided by the gloves against the cold and scrap-

ing of the hands may aid performance on this test. This finding, along

with the improved ability to apply angular force when wearing the

rubber gloves, could confound degradation associated with maintenance

tasks.

Protective Masks. Several references were found which discussed

the performance of soldiers while wearing a protective mask. Three of

these references [11,12,72] involve developmental testr for a new

protective mask (XM30) in which this new mask is compared to the

preaent M17/1lI7Al proteztive mask. The results of these tests indicate

that the primary types of degradation associated with the mask ire

limited field of vision, respiratory restriction and poor optical

coupling with sighting devices. For most maintenance tasks, the

degradation associated with these restrictions would not be expected to

Si•, 'l ,%", *'o ,' ,',o'J I, p=,% = % ,. , e• , m' o ,,• .,• ",%.moQ- , .,........................ -.......... " .. , . . . " .. . . ,. . ..•"
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be a major contributor to increased task completion time. Although the

restriction of field of view will require an individual to move his

head more frequently and could cause some disorientation problems, the

discomfort and psychological impacts of mask wear may overshadow these

effects in maintenance tasks. Breathing resistance could be of

importance in repair tasks with a high content of physical exertion.

Visual acuity, in terms of fine visual discrimination and short

range depth perception, were not reported as major problems in any of

these tests. Therefore, the high demand for visual acuity in mainte-

nance tasks should not be a factor. Other factors such as mask fogging

and heat buildup, are primarily environment and work load dependent.

Table 2-5 provides a brief summary of some of the results for the

raferenced tests.

Overgarment/Overboors. The literature search conducted in sup-

port of this research did not reveal any references which dealt with

the degradation associated with the overgarment and/or the overboots as

individual components. Observations concerning these protective items

were most often provided in human factors evaluations of the complete

CB protective clothing system [2,76]. As a result, numerical estimates

of degradation arf confounded by the other clothing items.

The fmcus of data collection in these tests was on the wear of

various protective overgarments in realistic military situations so

that the garments could be examined for the eegree of protection that

remained after wear. In addition, individual comfort, heat stress

levels and task performance were also evaluated. The most frequent

degrading factors observed with the overgarments were related to the

• ',:.'..' " "."."%
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Table 2-5. Mask Degradation

WITHOUT WITH TASK KEY
TEST MASK MASK EFFICIENCY FACTORS

Obstacle Course 4.22 min 5.14 min .85 Breathing
(completion times) Resistance

Rifle Qualification 11.76 12.30 NS Mask Bulk,
(scores) Visual

Distortion

Field of View (FOV) 87.7 77.0 .89 FOV

Optical Coupling
M47 Dragon 6.1 3.2 .68 FOV
MGS CB Scope 5.7 1.7 .58 FOV
M19 Binoculars 6.9 3.7 .68 FOV
AN/PVS-5 Night

Sight 40.0 26.5 .75 FOV
AN/TAS-6 Star-

light Scope 7.0 6.8 .97 FOV

Visual Acuity 5.5 5.5 NS Visual
(Ort'.,-rater Score) Distortion

Depth Perception 10.0 10.3 NS Depth of
(Ortho-rater Score) Field

note: NS - Difference Not Significant

limited range of movement and bulkiness of the clothing. Exaggerated

bcdy movements to perform tasks requiring full extension of the limbs

increaLes fatigue. In addition, the bulk of the overgarment makes

maneuver in confined spaces or touching objects in tight access areas

difficult due to clothing, catching on protruding objects. However, no

quantitative estimates of additional time required to perform suth

taaks were available.

It should be noted that overgarments must be worn in conjunction

with other items of field clothing and equipment (e.g. field jackets,

41
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load bearing equipment). Two studies by the U.S. Army Human Engineer-

ing Laboratory [19,20] report that range of movement is further degrad-

ed with additional field gear wear. Bauldauf and Klopcic [14] also

noted that the length of step for individuals can be reduced by as

much as 50 percent due to the overgarment pacts and overboot combina-

tion.

Military Field Tests

For the purpose of this research, the term field te.st includes

experiments in which soldiers were tested individually or as a unit in

the performance of a combat mission. They differ from the developmen-

tal and operational equipment tests in that their primary emphasis is

on evaluating mission performance rather than equipment suitability.

There have been a number of recent literature reviews which have ana-

lyzed military field testing [19,20,60,79]. The principle observations

from these reviews were that past tests have lacked uniformity of

structure and purpose, experimental design/control was often weak and

most of the older tests invilved equipment and doctrine which is cur-

rently obsolete. With the exception of some of the testing done within

the last five years, the vast majority of experimentation has not dealt

with the mechanical degradation due to MOPP. The primary emphasis of

most testing has been on heat-induced casualties and mission degrada-

tion due to the auxiliary tasks required in a chemical environment

(e.g. decontamination, chemical reconnaissance, casualty care).

A wide variety of mission performance tests involving both U.S.

and NATO Forces were reviewed in the conduct of this research.

However, due to the limitations mentioned above and the focus on

"s. •
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mechanical de -dation, only eight of the more recent studies will be

reported in 3;Is section. Tables 2-6 and 2-7 highlight the key

findings of these tests that are pertinent to this investigation. The

first four tests are primarily maintenance task oriented with the

remainder covering a wider range of military missions.

Pi reviewing these tables, several recurrent thcmes become evi-

dent.

1. Task Effectivene, Range. Task effectiveness levels reported

in these tests were normally between .5 and 1.0 (task time

without protective clothing divided by task time in MOPP).

This is consistent with the experience of a variety of U.S

Army and Air Force experimenters interviewed as a part of

this investigation.

2. Sources of Degradation. The protective gloves ind mask are

most frequently reported as the primary contributors to

task-time degradation. For tasks requiring manual dexteri-

ty, the gloves presented the biggest problem.

3. Learning Effects. With very few exceptions, major learning

effects were observed by the researchers and were reflected

in the data. In many cases, learning effecti associated

with the task it~elf were confounded with Lhose associated

with becoming familiar with performing the task in protec-

tive clothing. In those cases where they were not confound-

ed, the rates of learning appeared to differ. By the end of

the second or third trial in MOPP, the majority of improve-

ment had been obtained in most ctses.

.'.' '•.,.-j o ,°,'-. - , •.% .' _'.•'•,,•,o ,.' •,.%op *D. ,'..* ', ,%=•,.' % %..".% %,, . ,," •.• •.. • % .. , 7- 7
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4. Task Time Variability. Although not reflected in Tables 2-6

and 2-7, a general review of field test data indicates

occasional MOPP task times much higher than the average.

Although this could sometimes be attributed to differences

between subjects, the occurance of this phenomena in differ-

ent trials for the same subject tends to support the conclu-

sion that MOPP tasks times were more variable than unencum-

"bered task times, although not conclusively supported.

5. Video Tape Usage. In comparison to earlier testing efforts,

Sa significant number of tests were filmed for later ana-

lysis. If this trend continues, the quality and quantity of

data available for future analysis may improve.

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the data

base used for this research was obtained from a field test jointly

sponsored by the Ballistic Research Laboratory and Dugway Proving

d Ground. This test, entitled "Maintenance Operations in Mission Orient-

ed Protective Posture Level IV (MOPP IV)" [85] will be discussed in the

next chapter in conjunction with the data analysis.

.e',

,o.°



CHAPTER III

MODELING OF PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION

Overview

As highlighted in the introductory chapter, the modeling and

simulation of performance degradation plays a key role in the develop-

ment of combat doctrine, training and equipment. A review of chemical

threat/target vulnerability models indicates that the area of personnel

degradation, represented by the area !rithin the dotted line in Figure

3-1, has not been extensively developed. Many of the combat models

designed to include CW have tended to concentrate on the simulation of

chemical agent behavior and casualty Frediction. A closer look at

those models which do simulate performance degradation indicates very

* rudimentary approach, often concentrating heavily upon the prediction

of heat casualties and modification of work/rest rates to compensate

for environmental and mission constraints. The mechanical degradation

that results from the protective ensemble itself has been largely

ignored.

The following sections provide a brief review of three models

which are specifically designed to incorporate chemical degradation

effects into combat simulations. These three models represent the most

comprehensive methodologies for describing the mechanical degradation

due to chemical protective clothing that were found during the litera-

ture search. However, it must be noted that several classified models

are known to exist and were not available for analysis.
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Personnel Degradation Model

The purpose of the Personnel Degradation Model [23], PDGRAM, is

to assess an individual's ability to perform his tactical mission when

engaged in chemical warfare. The method of assessment involves divid-

ing the soldier's task into several different skills, calculating the

efficiency level for each skill, then combining the skill levels into

an overall efficiency factor.

PDGRAM calculates a value for each of five skills as a function

of the environmental conditions, training, protective posture, and the

fatigue of the unit. The five skills are denoted as visual, manual

dexterity, aural, mental (a measure of psychological well being), and

the work-rest ratio. Actually, two values are broken out for each

skill, an efficiency related to effects of the protective posture and

an efficiency related to chemical contamination received by the unit.

The overall skill factor is a product of these two levels.

The five skill efficiency levels are used to calculate three

factors; fire power, mobility, and C3 (command, control, and communica-

tions). The three factors are, in turn, combined to produce the unit

efficiency. This is done by computing a weighted average of the three

factors. The weights are assigned as input parameters and represent

the relative importance of each factor to the unit's performance of its

tactical objective. Output from PDGRAM includes the average skill

efficienny level for each skill, the factor values for firepower,

mobility and C3 and the overall unit efficiency.

Model limitations center around the formulation of skill effi-

ciency levels. In general terms, the formulas used are an attampt to
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account for factors that affect skill efficiency in a single equation.

The factors incorporated are known to have an effect in a qualitative

sense but a reliable data base is not available to support quantitative

formulation. As a result, skill paramters were estimated based on

input from three field tests conducted during the 1969 to 1976 time

frame. The relative efficiencies for soldiers in full MOPP used in

PDGRAM are shown in Figure 3-2. Although the reports describing these

tests were classified and could not be reviewed, the applicability of

the outdated doctrine and equipment employed in these experiments is

questionable. In terms of mechanical degradation due to protective

clothing, PDGRAM is limited in that only one factor is used to describe

this source of degradation. Therefore, this model does not differenti-

ate between a task which requires a high degree of fine finger dexteri-

ty from another task involving only gross body movement. However,

beyond those limitations discussed, PDGRAM represents one of the first

comprehensive approaches to describing the key factors which contribute

to performance degradation.

MANUAL: 70%

VISUAL: 45%

AURAL : 80%

MENTAL: 93%

Figure 3-2. PDGRAM Skill Efficiency at MOPP IV
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Multiple Aggregated Groups Integrated Conceptually

The Multiple Aggregated Groups Integrated Conceptually (MAGIC)

methodology [22] provides a means of incorporating task-time degrada-

tion of maintenance tasks into the U.S. Air Force's Chemical Warfare

Theater Simulation Airbase Resources (CWTSAR) model. CWTSAR traces

individual pieces of equipment and personnel in an eveto simulation

designed to evaluate the effectiveness of critical airbase operations

in different threat scenarios. As input to CWTSAR, MAGIC is unique

among degradation models in that it breaks down key tasks, identified

by Work Unit Codes (WUC), into major skill areas. Five skill areas

were selected as representative of most aircraft maintenance tasks;

mechanical, electrical, pneudraulics, structural and buildup/tear down.

Given this breakdown, the percentage each skill contributes to task

accomplishment is then estimated by qualified maintenance personnel.

Within a given personnel skill area, the physical ability

requirements for completing the task are then evaluated. Exertion,

dexterity, accessibility and visual factors for each skill are subjec-

tively evaluated on a scale of one to three, representing increasing

demand for a given factor. Using the procedure shown in Table 3-1,

individual demand factor ratings are summed for each skill (minimum of

4, maximum of 12). This provides an overall demand level which is used

to determine the degradation factor associated with that skill.

Using field data, a scatterplot of reported degradations for

events within a skill area was constructed and a scale of 4 to 12 was

superimposed for assessing skill degradation (see Figure 3-3). Given a

• .• * . . *'.o. ° ". %* • . % "• % " • """ ..* ,,% • °' ' • -" .'°' . ' . ° " ... • ... *.- ° .% o .° . -
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Table 3-1. Sample Task Analysis with MAGIC

W'JC - 13B z

MAIN E 4
LANDING GEAR r

EXERTION 2 3 3 2 3

DEXTERITY 3 2 2 3 2

ACCESSIBILITY 1 2 1 2 2

VISION 1 1 2 2 2

TOTAL COLUMN DEMAND 7 7 8 9 8

DEGRAD. FACTOR * 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.75

COLUMN % OF WUC 10 10 45 20 15

COLUMN CONTRIBUTION .125 .125 .675 .300 .262

TOTAL DEGRADATION - .125 + .125 + .675 + .300 + .262 -1.478

*See Figure 3-3

degradation factor and relative contribution for each skill area, a

weighted average is then used to compute the overall degradation factor

associated with a particular WUC. This degradation factor, as defined

here, is the factor by which one multiplies the normal unencumbered

task time by to obtain the time required in MOPP.

MAGIC is primarily limited by the data base it is designed to

utilize and by the underlying assumption that subtasks within a given

skill area share common characteristics which differentiate their

degradation from the degradation associated with the other skills.

This particular skill breakdown (mechanical, electrical, etc.) was
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STRUCTURAL

TOTAL DEMAND 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DEGRAD. FACTOR 1.0 1.25 1.50 2.0

ELECTRICAL

TOTAL DEMAND 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DEGRAD. FACTOR 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.0

MECHANICAL

TOTAL DEMAND 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DEGRAD. FACTOR 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.75

PNEUDRAULICS

TOTAL DEMAND 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DEGRAD. FACTOR 1.0 1.50

BUILDUP/TEARDOWN

TOTAL DEMAND 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DEGRAD. FACTOR 1.0 1.50 1.75 2.0

Figure 3-3. Degradation Factor Scales.

selected because of its compatibility with the existing Air Force

Logistics Command (LCOM) data base, which maintains repair records for

these categories. The advantages for Air Force use are obvious but

application to other, non-aviation repair tasks may be limited. In

addition, no theoretical evidence was given to support the assumption

that such a functional breakdown captures the majority of degradation

associated with a given task. However, the ovarall approach is intui-

tively attractive and initial results with this relatively new method-

ology have been reasonably accurate.
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BRL Chemical Protection Degradation Model

The Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) recognized a need for a

methodology whicn could provide a quantitative assessment of degraded

effectiveness due to MOPP as input to their Army Unit Resiliency

Analysis (AURA) model. As described by Klopcic and Roach [47], AURA is

". . . an amalgamation of analysis techniques, algorithms and data

sources gathered from the laboratories that specialize in the various

areas which impact upon the resiliency of a military unit."

The creators of this mcdel have attempted to adapt state-of-the-

art modules into a single model which will evaluate unit effectiveness

in a variety of threat environments, including chemical warfare. AURA

describes a unit both physically, in terms of its organic equipment and

personnel, and functionally by explicitly describing the tasks that are

required to accomplish unit missions and the relationships between

these tasks.

As with PDGRAM, the BRL degradation model [14] is based on the

premise that the ability to perform a task in MOPP is dependent upon

the demand for certain physiological factors. Seven such factors were

identified as defined in Figure 3-4. It is assumed that these factors

are independent of e2ch other to the extent that the use of one factor

does not imply the use of any other.

In developing a MOPP degradation algorithm, Bauldauf and Klopcic

identified four characteristics of the problem which should be captured

by the mathematical behavior of the algorithm [21] as follows:

1. If any one or more factors is completely degraded, the job

is completely degraded.
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NEAR VISUAL ACUITY - ability to see in the near range of vision and
detect fine detail

FAR VISUAL ACUITY - ability to detect, recognize and discern size
and movement of objects in the far range of
vision

AURAL/ORAL - ability to understand communication received by
the ear and to send communications by voice

MANUAL DEXTERITY - ability to perform fine motor skills involving
the hands and fingers only

MOBILITY ENCUMBRANCE - aoility to perform gross motor skills such as
walking, bending and other non-dexterious body
movements

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - ability to concentrate on assigned tasks as
affected by the confining and isolating nature
of protective clothing

HEAT BUILDUP - amount of energy per unit time an individual .1
can expend at a given MOPP level and tempera-
ture without risk of becoming a heat casualty

Figure 3-4. BRL Degradation Factors

2. If no factor is degraded, the job is not degraded.

3. The job degradation is at least as severe as the most

degraded factor.

4. There is a tendency for automatic compensation. By compen-

sating for factor A one automatically has partially compen-

sated for factor B.

The mathematical formulation of the BRL degradation algorithm is

based on two variables, Demand and Degraded Ability. Demand, DMj 1 , for

physiological factor I in job J is defined as

Rate of Performance of I for 100% in Job J (")
JI Maximum Rate of Performance of I
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In other words, DMj, provides an estimate of how difficult the task is

based on what is needed to achieve the desired results compared to the

maximum possible application of that physiologicl factor. If the

expected rate of performance is fairly low in comparison to the maximum

possible, the additional time required when performing in MOPP can be

reduced or eliminated by increasing performance rate (without loss of

accuracy).

Degraded Ability, D7AM(t), to perform physiological factor I in

MOPP M at temperature t is defined as

Rate of Performance in MCIPPDAIM(t) Normal Rate of Performance (unencumbered)

Normal Task Time
" MOPP Task Time (2)

Using a variety of data sources ranging from field tests to laboratory

studies, a matrix of degrdaded abilities was developed as shown in

Table 3-2. A value of 1.0 indicates no degradation while a value of 0

would indicate tomplete degradation (e.g. task could not be accomplish-

ed in MOP?).

Given appropriate values of DM and DAM(t), the degradation
Jil I

factor for job J due to physiological factor I in MOPP M at temperature

t is defined by

0 DAIM(T) ) DMj

JIM (M t AlM~t) DAIM(t) < DM
JMDM -D (3)

'oI
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Table 3-2. Degraded Ability Matrix

MOPP LEVEL
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR 0 1 II III IV

Near Visual Acuity 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.4

Far Visual Acuity 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.3

Oral/Aural 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.3

Manual Dexterity 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3

Psychological 1.0 .95 .90 .85 .80

Mobility Encumbrance 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.5

Heat Buildup
O°C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

100C 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

20*C 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6

30C (low/high humid) 1/.9 .8/.65 .8/.65 .7/.55 .6/.4

40C (low/high humid) 8/.3 .5/.15 .5/.15 .4/.10 .3X.05

As can be seen, F i is a function which is zero when no degra-

dation exists and rises to one as ability goes to zero. The degrada-

tion factors of each physiological area are ordered from largest to

smallest and then combined to obtain an overall degraded effectiveness

for the job. By designating the reordered factors as

F (t) - F > F > ... F > ... F (4)
AM Jim J2M .1KM Jhli(4

the Degraded Effectiveness, EDJM(t), can then be given by
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NED•(t) nI (l- FK ( 5

K-1.

As noted by Bauldauf and Klopcic [14], any increasing function

of K which is always greater than one could be used as the exponent of

F and still satisfy the deaired characteristics. However, this
J"M

particular function was selected based on its agreement with available

data.

As with PDGRAM, the limited data base from which to draw reli-

able degraded abilities currently restricts the application of the BRL

methodology. Judging from the numerical values of near vision, manual.

dexterity and mobility encumbrance in the dfgraded ability matrix, it

appears that mechanical degradation may be overestimated in this model.

In addition, the ability to separate the near visual component from

manual operations, in orear to obtain tvo distinct degraded abilities,

is questionable. A further contributor to overestimation is contained

in the mathematical algorithm. Specifically, the BRL model does not

differentiate between the relative contribution each physiological

factor makes to task accomplishment. For example, a task in which 70

percent of the total task time is spent on operations requiring manual

dexterity is degraded by the same amount as a task which requires only

10 percent of the time be spent using manual de-terity (assuming the

other physiological components are identical).

In summary, all three degradation models reviewed have the

common problem of a l'm4ted data base for estimating degradation para-

meters. In most cases, subjective estimates or inference from a small

• .1
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number of field tests was used to obtain the parameter values currently

"used in these models. MAGIC suffers to a lesser extent in this respect

but is restricted to aircraft maintenance tasks. PDGRAM and the BRL

model are generic methodologies and are somewhat similar in their phys-

iological approach. However, for the purposes of evaluating individual

tasks, the BRL model has the advantage in its ability to compensate for

the effect of multiple degradation factors and account for the demand

associated with them.

I.,.

.. . . . . . . .



CHAPTER IV

DEGRADATION ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR MAINTENANCE (DAMM)

General

In this chapter, a methodology for the analysis of maintenance

task degradation will be developed. DAMM draws upon much of the infor-

mation described in the two previous chapters and is designed to be

compatible with the BRL degradation model. To aid in this effort, six

desired characteristics were identified as shown in Figure 4-1. Where

tradeoffs are necessary between these goals, justification for the

approach will be discussed. The following sections will address taxon-

omy development, the determination of movement degradation factors and

the calculation of degraded effectiveness.

UNIDIMENSIONAL - each movement class must be unique and readily
identifiable.

VALIDITY - methodology must be based on relevant work measure-
ment principles and known characteristics of perfor-
mance degradation.

COMPATIBILITY - method should be fully compatible with U.S. Army
maintenance doctrine and with the BRL degradation
model.

SIMPLICITY - scheme should be easy to apply and interpret.

RELIABILITY - classifications should capture the majority of task-
time degradation.

GENERALITY - taxonomy should be applicable to a full range of
maintenance tasks.

Figure 4-1. Desired Characteristics

. . . .. - -% .. . - . .
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Taxonomy Development

Task Description

To facilitate task description, it is useful to break each job

down into subtasks or task elements. Karger and Bayha [44] have defin-

ed three types of task elements; constant, foreign and variable as

defined in Figure 4-2. Although variable elements occur in many main-

tenance tasks, the necessity to establish specific degradation values

for each element will require all subtasks to be treated as constant.

However, the impact of this simplification will be partially addressed

in the classification of task elements. Foreign elements are not per-

tinent to the objective at hand but could be incorporated as random

events as part of a simulation model if desired.

CONSTANT - A job or task element without significant variation in its
ELEMENT work content or performance time.

FOREIGN - An element with a random, usually unpredictable, frequency
ELEMENT of occurrence, not part of normal method.

VARIABLE - An element whose normal time varies significantly from
ELEMENT cycle to cycle as a function of one or more job variables.

Figure 4-2. Task Elements

For Army maintenance tasks, technical manuals (T11 provide the

logical vehicle for job breakdown. Ucing a TM listing of task steps, a

job can be readily described as a sequence of relatively short, easily

identifiable elements. Of particular interest in degradation analysis,

TMs provide insight as to what is handled and how it is handled. The
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size and shape of most components can be determined from illustrations

and the tools required for assembly/disassembly are identified. How-

ever, it will be necessary to further subdivide TM steps to distinguish

starting an operation with the fingers from completing it with a hand

tool. The importance of this modification will be come apparent in the

following sections.

Classification of Task Elements

General. Of the seven degradation factors identified for use in

the BRL model, the effects associated with manual dexterity, mobility

and near vision are directly applicable to mechanical degradation of

maintenance tasks. These three factors differ from task to task in

their impact upon task time and will be the focus of further research.

Although aural/oral capability is sometimes required for maintenance

operations involving teams, the close proximity of work rarely causes

this factor to be of significance. Since far vision is not applicable

in repair tasks, only psychological factors and heat stress remain as

possible sources of degradation. As mentioned previously, heat stress

is largely a function of climatic conditions and work load, both of

which are assumed to be of limited impact for relatively short, anero-

bic tasks performed at moderate temperatures.

Assumptions. Before proceding with a description of the propos-

ed taxonomy, it is appropriate to state those assumptions required in

the development of movement categories for task elements.

1. MOPP degradation is related to specific body movements which

are characteristic of a given task element.
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2. The percentage of total task time that a movement category

requires without protective clothing is different from that

in MOPP.

3. Although the order of task element accomplishment can dif-

fer, the procedures used are standardized and relatively

insensitive to protective posture changes.

The third assumption warrants some additional explanation. The

method of task accomplishment is often a function of training. Barnes

[13] noted that "if a careful analysis were made of an operation, it

would generally be found that a skilled person uses a different method

from the one used when he or she was less skilled on the job." As a

result, this assumption implies that a plateau of task learning has

been achieved. In addition, foreign elements associated with incorrect

procedures or the use of unauthorized tools are not covered in this

methodology.

The following sections describe the development of a taxonomy

for maintenance task analysis, as depicted in Figure 4-3. Each level

of classification, indicated by the vertical dotted lines, will be

described and supported in the following sections.

Element Type

In classifying task elements by type, it is necessary to con-

sider the characteristics most often associated with maintenance tasks.

Typically, repair jobs involve the removal and installation of compo-

nents through a series of manual operations. Although this type of

breakdown will not account for all manual motions applicable to

Ile.'"
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TASK ELEMENT TYPE HANDLING DIFFICULTY CODE
ELEMENTS CLASS CLASS

Gross Body .- GBM
Removement

(GEM)

Difficult RHD
A' (D)

Hands
(H)

Easy -RHE
(E)

Manual
Removal
(R)

Dif ficult -- -R-%-FD
(D)

Fingers

(F) '.

< Easy RFE

TH Step
Difficult -pHD
(D)

Hands<
(H)

Easy P -IHE
CE)

Manual
nstallation

(I)

Dif ficult -- *IFD
(D)

Fingers
(F)

Easy INIFE

(E)

Figure 4-3. Taxonomy for Maintenance Task Analysis

* . . * * * * . . - - . * , .. * , * ** % a ... * * , % . % . . S .
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maintenance tasks, the overall goal is to account for the majority of

task-time degradation not the total task time. As described earlier,

Data Block Synthesis differentiates task elements in this manner.

The decision to describe tasK elements according to their

assembly or disassembly purpose is based on several observations which

are essential to degradation issues. The contribution Of near visual

requirements to manual dexterity operations, as required by the current

BRL methodology, is difficult to determine when two separate degrada-

tion factors are used. However, removal and installation classifica-

tions can help distinguish between those manual motions which are

largely guided by near vision and those that are not. Installation

task elements involve finger/hand and eye coordination in a blending of

movements to align, orient or engage parts. In work measurement termi-

nology, this is typically referred to as a positioning requirement

[44]. It is assumed that need for visual acuity is greater for assemb-

ly tasks and that there is a significant difference in the MOPP degra-

dation between installation and removal operations. The results of the

rennsylvania Assembly and Disassembly tests, as shown in Figure 2-21,

support this assumption. It should also be noted that positioning of •f

components and tools are critical to many assembly tasks and work

measurement studies have found larger time variation in task elements

of this type (40).

Recognition that the demand for vision in directing physical.

movement should not be accounted for separately is consistent with

common work measurement techniques. According to Karger and Bayha

[44],

%I,
• " t~
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Eye time is allowed only when it occurs during a complete lapse
of other operator motions or limits out other simultaneous
motions, with the specific provision that the eye motions in
question are necessary for the worker to complete his task or
before the next manual motion can be perforied.

Task elements which typically fall into such a categor-r would involve

the perception of data from measuring devices (gauges,. rulers, etc.)

and reading printed instructions. However, these task elements have

not been shown to be degraded at moderate temperatures and work rates

(e.g. mask lenses not subject to fogging).

In addition to removal and installation operations, maintenance

tasks occasionally require what will be termed gross body movement. As

an operational definition, grass body movement will refer to those

body, leg and foot motions which are used either to locate the hands

and arms to perform or directly perform the majority of a task element.

The latter portion of this definition allows for the situation in whizh

control of an item is exercised by the large body muscles. Gross

motions are often required to gain access to a piece of equipment or to

manipulate large, heavy objects. Such movements are typically aggre-

gated in most work measurement techniques and are normally affected by

fewer variables than manual motions (44].

It should be noted that gross body motions that are performed

simultaneously with manual motions are considered to be "limited out."

If gross body motions overlap manual motions, the manual assembly or

disassembly operation will be considered as the one causing the great-

est amount of time degradation, or the limitin4 element type. This

approach represents an adaptation of the limiting principle used in

S.. . . . . "" "" ' '' '" '" " '' '-' -' ' ''' '*° "'' ' ''' ''* ' " ' • '* ',' ''' " " "" •" " "" " '" " " ' "-' .
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most work measurement techniques [44]. Fortunately, such simultaneous

motions have be found infrequently in maintenance tasks [86).

Handling Classification

Work classification/measurement techniques oriented toward main-

tenance tasks are typically based on what items are handled and how

they are handled. MEK and Data Block Synthesis are good examples of

this approach. Based on the large demand for manual dexterity in such

"tasks and the significant degradation associated with it, a finer

breakdown of assembly and disassembly tasks was deemed appropriate.

Because of the relative ease of differentiating between parts/tools

handling using the hands from those requiring finger control, a handl-

ing classification approach based on this breakdown appeared logical.

More importantly, many of the reports on human performance, as discuss-

ed in Chapter II, indicated a significant amount of degradation associ-

ated with fine finger 'dexterity as compared to hand manipulation.

Included in either handling class are those hand and arm motions neces-

sary to gain control of a component or tool and to use it for a given

operation. Replacement of a tool or component, if required, is also

included in the handling of an item.

Hand Dexterity. This handling class refers to those objects

that can be grasped and controlled by simple closure of the fingers and

hand/arm movements. As shown in Figure 4-4, the initial grasping of an

item in this category does not require fine finger dexterity. Hand

manipulation involves objects large enough to be held in the palm of

the hand with minimal reliance on the fingers for grasping, positioning

-I-
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and use. For repair tasks, hand activity is often found in elements

requiring the loosening or tightening of a component fastener with a

tool such as a large wrench or hammer.

/

S. /
Figure 4-4. Handling Class: Hand

Hand manipulation can be accomplished with one or both hands.

However, the majority of maintenance operations involve directing a

component or tool to a fixed destination [451. As such, one hand typi-

cally dominates the action while the other is used to hold or steady

the item involved. For this reason and for ease of application, this

taxonomy will not distinguish between two-handed and one-handed opera-

tions. Inherent in this approach is the simplifying assumption that

there is no significant difference between degradations associated with

either type of- movement. As with overlapping element types, simultane-

ous hand movements are considered to be limited out by the dominant

hand.

Finger Dexterity. Handling an object with the fingers implies

that active use of two or more fingers is required to gain control and

• -, '•. ,• ",- •" .,.. ' ...- ' --..•..' ' .' .-.' ' '•'' ' "' .•' ..- ". ''' .'• .. ' .''' Z ."'....° ... 7' ''
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p.,.

use an object. As illustrated in Figure 4-5, an item of small size or

a thin object which lies flat on a supporting surface requires accurate

control and fine finger manipulation to grasp and use. However, it

should be noted that while the size and shape of the object is a key

variable which helps to determine how an object is handled, the primary

criteria for specifying either hand or finger handling lies in how the

object is used. For example, picking up a screwdriver could be consid-

ered a hand dexterity task element. However, except for the initial

loosening of a screw, a screwdriver is usually manipulated by the fin-

gers, particularly if the screw is fairly long. The analyst using this

taxonomy would have to make a subjective judgement based on work con-

tent ,n order to classify such borderline cases. The sensitivicy of

the taxonomy to such judgement calls will be discussed in a later sec-

tion.

///.

Figure 4-5. Handling Class: Fingers

As with the hand classification, Zinger manipulation can involve

both hands. Again, the use of a screwdriver is a good example. How-

ever, based on direct observation of maintenance tasks being performed,

it appears that finger use tends to alternate from hand to hand. This

...................................... ..
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poses a potential problem with respect to task-time degradation of jobs

requiring finger manipulation of a small item. Because of the bulk of

the gloves, which restricts the ability to maintain two-hand contact in

close proximity to each other, the degradation associated with one and

two-hand finger manipulation may differ. However, no experimental

evidence exists to support this conjecture. As such, no distinction

will be made between one and two-hand use.

Difficulty Classification

The lowest level of task element classification is based on the

premise that a task which is difficult to accomplish when unencumbered

will be more highly degraded when protective clothing is required than

an easier task. In order for this approach to be feasible, the method

used to establish task element difficulty must relate well to movements

that are highly degradet. Bailey and Presgrave [10] identified four

characteristics which influence task difficulty; force, visual control,

precision, and distance. For degradation analysis, the first three are

of primary interest. Except for very small items, the amount of angu-

lar force that can be applied to an object can actually increase when

rubber gloves are used. However, there is little reason to expect that

other types of force are affected by the use of protective clothing at

moderate work rates. There is ample evidence that visual control and

precision can have a major impact upon task-time degradation, particu-

larly for fine finger manipulation. In particular, KAGIC was specifi-

cally designed to account for the level of demand associated with task

element characteristics. It is interesting to note that three of the

S-..
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four demand factors used in MAGIC, namely dexterity, accessability and

visual requirements, relate to visual control and precision.

Levels of Difficulty. Given this background, two difficulty

classifications were selected. A "difficult" task element is charac-

terized by an operation which involves removal or installation (either

by hands or fingers) of an item having a fine likage or matchup with

another component. This can include the use of a tool which requires

precise positioning be maintained (e.g. spanner wrench, screwdriver) or

the mating of two components which involve a high degree of manual

dexterity for careful alignment or orientation. A task element can

also be classified as difficult due to restricted vision or access

involved with an operation. Specifically, a job can be highly degraded

if the mechanic cannot adequately see or gain proper access to the

components involved, even for relatively coarse linkages. This is an

explicit recognition of problems associited with the bulk of the mas,"

and overgarment, which restricts access, and the loss of tactile sense

due to glove wear. Additionally, correction or repositioning time has ,f.

been noted as being highly degraded in MOPP. * A task component which

does not exhibit such characteristics would be classified as "easy."

Task elements which are "difficult" often involve the handling

of small screws or nuts which typically have fiLe linkages and are

difficult to manipulate. Although an exact break point in this case

cannot be empirically established, available references and observa-

tions suggest that small items less than 1/4" x 1/4" end thin items

less than 1/8" should be classified as difficult_ to handle [66,76,81].

* -tt!
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Or

From another standpoint, handling small items with the fingers also.L

ad.s to visual obstruction, particularly when bulky gloves are worn.

Subjectivity. Unlike the other levels oi this taxonomy, the

dVficulty classification is largeiy subjective and depends upon the

experience of the task analyst. Although some subjectivity is associ-

ated with all highly aggregated work classification/measurement tech-

niques, it was hoped that limiting the number of difficulty classes r

would simplify this decision. n addition, maintaining difficulty

classification consistency betwcen removal and installation of the same

item can assist in this decis-n. For example, if a task element is

classified as difficult for installation, it should also be classified

as difficult for removal unless the procedures are significantly dif- I..

ferent. This issue will be addressed further in the demonstration and

evaluation of this methodology..

Alternative Approach

Obviously, certain tradeoffs had to be made in terms of taxonomy

accuracy and simplicity. Of particular concern was the number of move-

ment categories associated with the taxonomy (taxonomy level). As N.

discussed previously, a more detailed approach has the advantage of in-

creased accuracy and applicabxlity but sacrifices case of use. In this

research, the taxonomy level was dictated by the known t.haracteristics

of MOPP degradation and the nec¢ to establish a proportional breakdown

of movement category contribut'ons to total task time without formal -.

testini.

P4
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As an example, an alternate classification method was originally

attempted using a modified Data Block Synthesis approach. Using a

primary classification of threaded and non-threaded fastening and gross

body movement, two different taoks were classified according to the

method of handling (fingers, one hand or two hands) and further broken

down as aided (performed with tool) 3r unaided. The resulting taxonomy

had 14 different classifications. In addition to being difficult to

apply, little experimental evidence was found to support the assumption

that the degradation associated with threaded fasteners was

substantially different from non-threaded fasteners. Using available

data, little significant difference was noted between degradation

factors for most -lasses. The failure of ths system to account for

significant differences between positioning requirements for

installation versus removal could have been a major factor in this

result.

Decision Model

To assist in the application of this taxonomy for maintenance

task analysis, a decision model was developed. This model, shown in

Figure 4-6, is a consolidation of many of the ideas presented in this

section. To aid in the interpretation of some of the terms used in

this model, selected definitions are provided in Figure 4-7. The gene-

ral approach is az follows:

1. Using the appropriate technical manual, divide the job into

a distinct series of steps (task elements). Task elements

which involve both manual starting/removal and tightening

• 1•..', '..'.- :•.'- .. •' ,'. ', .- •'-'p "• 2,••'- '" ,' 1"•". "2 • '- •'.'-•''.', -.......... ,...."...."........."..-.. .'............."....
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Does element primarily involve a "major displacement'
of the trunk or 1.ts such a3 walking, kneeling,
climbing or l if ting/ controlling large objects (e.g.
those not "limited out" by hand/fingor moves)?

S GBH

Doselement involve "active us"' of hsands with
minimal reliance on fingers to grasp and manipulate
items other than simple closing uf fingers (e.g.
[arts/tools large enough to be held In palm of hand)?

~~Doselement inor "ci equs"ofinge rsa togra
and manpulate tallpati/onols (niemg nithel an
j~"fine i almnkof hand)?* o

obstructd accessvision"

Kamoval?

Fntstall)-IFE

Figure le -6 Deisin pa mof adel)? MchnclDerd o
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MAJOR DISPLACEMENT - Refers to full body movements which involve more
than two seconds to perform and are required to
complete the task (unavoidable). For example,
bending, turning or stepping toward a location to
pick up or set down a tool is not considered a
major displacement and is "limited out" by subse-
quent use of the tool.

LIMITED OUT - Degradation associated with body assisted manual
motion is considerd to be limited by the manual
dexterity requirement rather than the gross body
movement.

ACTIVE USE - Application of pressure sufficient to gain control
of a part/tool with hands or fingers requiring
little use of trunk or leg muscles.

OBSTRUCTED - Difficulty experienced in viewing or touching
ACCESS/VISION items being removed or installed. Access and

vision can be obstructed by the bulk of protective
clothing when in confined spaces or due to the
small size of objects being handled (e.g. items
less than 1/4" held in fingers cannot be easily
viewed or controlled when wearing gloves).

FINE - Accurate positioning is required for aligning/
MATCH UP/LINKAGE orienting two or more objects for the purpose of

fastening or mating them together (e.g. fine
threads, small clearances, tools which are diffi-
cult to position and use).

Figure 4-7. Definition of Terms

or loosening with a tool should be listed as separate ele-

ments.

2. Based on the parts or tools to be handled and the task ele-

ment description, classify each element using the decision

model. Adjacent task steps that receive the same movement

classification can be combined to facilitate analysis.
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The remaining actions necessary to obtain an estimate of degradation

for a given task will be described in the following sections.

Movement Degradation Factors

In order to establish the level of degradation for a given main-

tenance task, degradation factors for each movement class must be esti-

mated. Ideally, a large cross-section of repair tasks should be class-

ified according to the proposed taxonomy and the degradation for each

movement class determined from field test data. Unfortunately, there

are no degradation data bases of sufficient detail to support an

approach of this nature. However, it is possible to use video tapes of

MOPP degradation tests to obtain the data required. The following

sections will demonstrate a possible approach to accomplishing this

goal.

DO-49 Maintenance Operations Test

As a result of the need for personnel degradation data, a por-

tion of an extensive Department of Defense study program, called DO-49,

was directed at quantifying the effect of MOPP IV on the performance of

selected military tasks. Conducted by Dugway Proving Ground with the

participation of the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory's Vulnera-

bility/Lethality Division, this program includes five specific MOPP IV

programs, with emphasis on operations in cold, moderate and hot temper-

atures as shown in Figure 4-8.

The maintenance operations test [85], conducted during April and

May 1984, at moderate temperatures (39-68F), was the first of these
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- MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

- ARMOR OPERATIONS

- SIGNAL OPERATIONS

- MISSILE OPERATIONS

- NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS

Figure 4-8. DO-49 MOPP IV Programs

investigative efforts. Video tapes from this test provided an excel-

lent vehicle for analysis. Seven maintenance oriented tasks (Figure

4-9), representing a wide range of physiological demands on the indi-

vidual soldier, were tested in Battle Dreess Uniform (BDU) and in full

protective posture (MOPP IV). Five teams/subjects were used for each

task but the number of replications for each level of protection varied

from one to eight depending upon the length of the job. Each task was

divided into several events (an aggregation of task elements) and the

time to complete each event was recorded. The schedule of treatments

Remove/Replace M60A3 Power Pack

Remove/Replace M60A3 Transmission

M109 Breech Block Repair

M60A3 Vehicle Recovery

M60 Machine Gun Repair

M901 ITV Traverse Mechanism Repair

FADAC Circuit Board Repair

Figure 4-9. Maintenance OperatLons Tasks

S- . o . o • . • . • . , o, , • • . . .- o .-. • -i , -m° -•-.=. D-, i-. •1 • • ,4 . t• m-• -h
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(e.g. BDU and MOPP) was randomized. It is important to note that the

individuals used in the test were trained in the appropriate Military

Occupational Specialty (MOS) but were not provided the opportunity to

perform the task prior to being tested for record.

Because of the wide variation of tasks and replications involv-

ed, it was necessary to select those tasks which could provide reason-

ably reliable data based on the criteria listed in Figure 4-10. Of

MINIMIZE TASK LEARNING EFFECTS

- use trials in which subject/team already performed the
task at least twice (in MOPP or RDU)

GOOD VIDEO TAPE QUALITY

- consistent camera angles from trial to trial

- sufficient picture detail to observe manual motions

MINIMIZE GROUP INTERACTION EFFECTS

- individual tasks preferred

- two-man tasks which consist primarily of sequential steps
performed by one individual with assistance from the other
team member are acceptable

AFPROPRIATE LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE

- unit or intermediate direct support maintenance only

CONSISTENT EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

- procedures used to perform task consistent from trial to
trial

- Experimental coniditions the same for all trials

Figure 4-10. Task Selection Criteria

• • '_• .', .. ' -.-•- ,,,.•,• " ," '•'•',a•".,"•" ,'•, •",:.•,'-.''.:'.' .'.''•'.•''.'-.'','',''.', .: ; "" "".' " ". " "',"",' " " ''.' ".."-
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particular concern was the need to minimize learning effects and the

ab-.lity to closely observe the manual operations being performed by the

same p.rson in each protective posture. Using this criteria, two tasks

ware found to have sufficient replications and good enough video

quality to 'pport analysis; M109 Breech Block Repair and the M60

Machine Gun Repair. A third task, the M901 ITV Traverse Mechanism

Repair, met most of the criteria buz the video tape did not provide

sufficient detail for direct Analysis. Howuver, this task provided

sufficient information for methodology demonstration and evaluation as

will be discussed in the next chapter.

M109 Breech Block Repair. This task involved the removal and

replacement of the breech block from a M109 Self-Propelled Howitzer

(155mm artillery system). Although a two-mzn crew was used for this

task, only the actual removal and subsequent replacement of the breech

block itself required two individuals (2 out of 25 task elements). The

remainder of the task was performed by one individual with the assis-

tance of the other.

This repair job involved a wide range of physical activity rang-

ing from gross body movement (GBM) to the precise removal/installation

of components requiring fine finger dexterity (RFD and IFD). A detail-

ed description of the steps involved in this task, obtained from the

appropriate TM [7], is provided in Appendix B. Figure 4-11 shows a

task element being performed in MOPP IV.

M60 Machine Gun Revair. This one-man task simulates the field

repair of the 7.62 MM machine gun found in virtually all Army combat

0.
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Figure 4-11. M109 Breech Block Repair in MOPP IV.

units. The procedure used for this job can be performed by the operat-

or of the weapon and requires no specialized maintenance skill other

than those specified in the operstor's TM (6].

The task requires varying degrees of manual and fine finger

dexerity but does not involve gross body movemen.. The assembly of the

trigger group, which requires the alignment of several small parts, is

a particularly difficult task element (see Figure 4-12). A full task

description is provided in Appendix C.

..............................-,
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Figure 4-12. M60 Machine Gun Repair in MOP2 IV.

Task Analysis

Using the appropriate technical manual, some basic knowledge of

the task gained from an initial review of the video tapes and the pro-

posed task taxonomy, each job was divided into task elements with a

specific movement c.ode. As recommended by Regalbuto [661, both audio

ind visual cues were used to assist in establishing the start and sto?

points for task elements. Task analysis data sheets, Figures 4-13 and

4-14, were developed for each task to be reviewed.

,%I
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TASK: RI09 ?RUETC KOCK REPAIR TRIAL WAJIER:

ELERENT COK~ ELLIET BESLRIPBII POATS/TOOL HANIDLED UODY TIf REMIOVE INS ALL. !N 1i46 REMARKS
fig. ____________ _______ IFF TIMl JIFFI, TIME F 11

101 Wi Room, Firngq Mechanist Firng4 Machaining - -

112 k Ar a~ Catch PlA11 - Plate 4 Sprng'

104 ANIE RoleIse Cab tooll" Crosent mirich

10 N Rmemv Cal Diaper Cis Diaper

10 IF1 $Kaerl Cis Cu & Strip

107 611 Open bronchi flock Operatle ing Hadl
______________ Block_ _ _ _ _ _

101 611 Lock hroochf flock franch Block

I" RF 1oeve Pleaqvir group Plvnqor 6rop 1 2
Scrovs/Scroidriver __________

li ANl Romhgae FiringHaling

S1 M U4010 hajetehch flock fresch flock
Clowrno StA1l__________

7V I Install keth fleck Preeh elect
teltasim Stal _____ ____

1 IN[ Install Ootoatr Obtvraotr

11InsFlotall lrial avn

71 l i Tight Firng; Spamw or eCh

117 IF$ Install flupe 6roep Pluxler Srnoo 1 2
Scrgq.IScrý ýIvor __________

Ile SIR Unlock french flock beech Block

*i SN Close Ier iloc I I Irma flock - - -

120 IFI Rolosee Cam Cal
C~aStrip-__ __ _ r

121 10Instlehl Cu flowe Cu Diaper

122 IN Tights Cgs reanso Creusta bech

123 T4 ights" Adiwsotr Croeuot arelch

124 lIN losttll Catch ?late Plate I Spring

123 If Insttall Firing flchalims Fin,.g Michaoae - - - -

Figure 4-13. M4109 Breech Block Task Analysis Data Sheet (Task 1)
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TASK. 6 % DI9*N1E -.mRPI R TRIAL WWSE:

j-40 CM ~ E sUipT i ZSRPTO PATS/TUL AMU, MY TE I ;ME I NSTAu L ENLa.~
IL Ff F- --I n DIF 7 !* F

* 1 ~ eo~e Irr,* Sr~nq At!i: & gar-li I

M 4 m oýs Clniftof 4Wi %t __ _ _ _piston

:06 i Dom Elt io £tension

:01 Pf oo & yinoov .ý4 PIAji _________

.I! Ti t Eiism :1 itO e

WE __________ Intl [s -fooi ______4___

'ir c'omiri~o1

I 7 ;mun. Triqor irou. ',rigger irowe

:11 RF1 ha ioar i riFIq&V )io , $itr Pin

'It Jo [it(41e iowI ___________AirPi

~I t 

'Vo

_________ Jo install~ -,iqo ;ra -rqt
Dill

Instill .16#_ islI _ __prin

Figure 4-14. M60 Machine Gun Task Analysis Data Sheet (Task 2)
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In conducting the actual time-line analysis, a repetitive timing

approach was used [44]. This approach, commonly referred to as the

snapback method, involves timing each individual element and reseting

the stopwatch. The method has the advantage of allowing direct time

rtcurdirg for each time element and provides a capability to eliminate

foreign elements (incorrect procedures, unnecessary actions, etc.).

Timing accuracy was facilitated by the pause and rewind features avail-

able on the video cassette recorder (VCR). Piactice runs for each task

were conducted until timing proficiency in the range of t 1 second was

obtained. Task elements which did not have well-defined start/stop

points typically required several tries to cbtain a consistent time

value.

During the data collection process, problems were encountered

with some of the trials. In several instances, two different taek

elements were performed simultaneously, either by two individuals or by

a single individual attempting to do different elements with each hand.

Since these occurrences were relatively few in number, the simultaneous

acLions were timed separately and recorded as sequential events with

the appropriate comment in the remwrk3- section of the data sheet.

additional problems were noted with subject errors and pauses (e.g.

waiting to be told to proceed with the next step). These occurrences

vwQre considered foreign elements and not included in the data. In the

case of subject error cauoing a task elem-nz to be redone, the point at

which the correct, sequence of events resumed was used as the element

time. However, it should be stressed that difficulties encvountered

with correct procedures are inherent in many maintenance task3 ant: no
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attempt was made to eliminate the effect of this from the data. As a-

result, some task elements proved to be highly variable.

In addition to the time-line analysis, a procedural analysis was

performed for each task. Specific areas of interest included the iden- % .

tification of procedural changes forced by the protective ensemble and

the use of work arounds "o facilltate task acconmp.l,;ent in MOPP.

X sczij tve Statistics

Prior to an; formal atialysis of movement rlas3eG, descriptive

statistics were obtained on BDU and MOPP trials for both tasks using

the BMDPlD (simple data description) software pickage (28]. To retain

information concerning specific tr-.ais, case labels were assigned

according to the scheme shown in Figure 4-15. A complete listing of

all data and devcriptive statistics for each task element are provided

in Appendix D. All times a-e in units of seconds.

4 Treatment Tvp" B - BDU, M - MOPP,
D - DECON*

2 - Team/Subject number

5 - Task replication number (number of times
team/subject had done task)

2 Treatment replication number (number of
times team/subject had done task under
the current treatment type

*DE•ON trials were used as estimates of MOPP performance where MOPP

trials were limited (thin layer of clothing used over overgarment/
glovev to detect chemical contact).

Figure 4-15. Case Labeling System
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Since mean element completion times ranged from a low of 4.30

seconds to a high of 98.64 seconds, the coefficient of variation (CV)

proved to be useful as a measure of elemeDt variability. It was

expected that, in general, MOPP trials would have 1'tgher CV valtues than

BDU trials and that task elements classified as 'difficult" would

represent the majority of this increase. A brief review of th, data,

as shown in Table 4-1, did not fully support these expectations.

Although the more dextercis machine gun task showed an increase in

variability for MOP? performance, the breech block repair job showed

little change.

Vairly good consistency was noted between the variability of a

given movement class between BDU and MOPP trials, particularly in the

M60 task. If a task element was highly variable in BOUr, it normally

showed up as highly variable in the HOPP trials as well. In addition,

a comparison of movement classes indicated a few more "difficult" task

Table 4-I. Task Time Variation

TRIAL % of Task Elements Movement Categories
with CV > .35 with CV > .35

M60 Machine Gun (BDU) 27% RHE(3), PFE(l),
IHE(l), IFD(l)

M60 Machine Gun (MOPP) 50% RHE(3), RFE(1),
IHE(2), IFD(2),
KFD(l), IFE(l)

M109 Breech Block (BDU) 24% RHE(l), RHD(l)
IHD(l), GBY(2)
IFE(l)

M109 Breech Block (MOPP) 20% RHE(2), RHD(l)
IHD(l), RFD(l)
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elements were reported as variable for MOPP trials than for BDU.

Although neither of these observations are considered significant

enough to support any strong conclusions, it does appear that the use

of protective clothing may increase the variability of task times for

some tasks.

Movement Category Analysis

For the analysis of the nine movement categories established,

three major objectives were identified. First, it was necessary to

discover if any significant differences existed between task element

degradations in the same category. Major problems in this area could

indicate that the taxonomy does not establish a meaningful relationship

between physiological movements and task degradation. Secondly, the

analysis was to be used in highlighting inconsistencies in the taxonomy

or decision model which may be contributing to problems associated with

the first objective. Estimation of movement category degradation fac-

tors represents the third objective.

Regression analysis, with indicator variables representing each

task element within a given movement category, was used to meet the

stated objectives. This approach represents a general method of analy-

sis of variance and provides a direct indication of the contribution of

each task element to the regression, assuming the other variables are

in the model. Because the subjects performing the two tasks were not

the same, it was not possible to test for subject differences.

Although the small number of individuals/teams used in these two tasks

could be expected to contribute to data variability, it is generally

accepted that subject differences would be small given a larger sample
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[44]. With recognition of this limitation, the following sections will

demonstrate an approach to analyzing movement categories and obtaining

the desired degradation factors.

Regression Models. Two linear regression models were used; a

ratio model and a difference model. In the ratio model, the response

variable, was defined as the average BDU time for subject i andYij "

task element j divided by the average MOPP time for the same subject

and task element. By defining YIJ in this manner, it was hoped that

some of the error associated with subject differences could be elimi-

nated. The difference model defined the response variable as the dif-

ference between the average MOPP and BDU times for each individual and

task element. This model, if deemed suitable, would have an advantage

in that more is known about the distribution of the difference between ,

two random variables than for a ratio of variables.

Nine models of each type were constructed, two for each movement

class. Because there was no reason to suspect any interaction between

task elements within a given class, no interaction terms were included

in these models. The general ratio model:

L
y -°

Y+ + ""X2 + x .+ B + (6)

L
where

mean BDU time, subject i, element j (sec)
Yij mean MOPP time, subject i, element j (sec)

. intercept

O- regression coefficients

L
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K - number of task elements included in movement
class minus one

XK- indicator variables which identify specific task elements ,

- error term

is the same as the difference model except for the redefinition of the

respunse variable. It should be noted that the number of indicator

variables is one less than the number task elements included in the

model. Inclusion of one variable for each task element would render

the least squares normal equations unsolvable since the Kth variable

would be completely determined by the first K-1 variables entered into "z

the regression equation. The excluded task element is often referred

to as the reference category [57].

To illustrate this procedure, the movement category IFE will be

used. Using the task element classifications shown in Figures 4-13 and

4-14, four IFE elements are available for estimating the degradation

associated with this movement class (one from Task 1, three from Task

2). Using a ratio model given by:

y -q
gij $0 + 1 + 2X2 + B3 X3  (7)

each task element is defined by the variables shown in Table 4-2. In

this case, task element 213 has been used as the reference category. I

This figure also indicates the expected degradation values for each

element, given a multiple regression solution.

For illustration purposes, selected results from the IFE ratio

model run are provided in Figure 4-16. With the possible exception of
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Table 4-2. IFE Indicator Variables.

TASK INDICATOR VARIABLES PREDICTED
ELEMENT Xl X2 X3 DEGRADATION (Y')

125 1 0 0 0 + 0.

209 0 1 0 00 + .2

211 0 0 1 0+ 3
213 0 0 0

.0

REGRESSION TITLE 1S
IFE RAIIO

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ............ ..... 7 y
TOLERANCE .O. ........... 0100

ALL DATA CONSIDERED AS A SINGLE ROiUP
MULI IPLE R .1707 STD. ERROR OF EST. .2151
MULTIPLE R-SDUARE .0291

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUM OF SQUARES OF MEAN SQUARE F RATIO PWTAIL)

REGRESSION .0139 3 .0040 .100 .9582
RES'DUAL .4627 10 .0463

STD. RES
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR COEFF T P(2 TAIL) TOLERANCE

INTERCEPT .82324
X1 4 -. 07417 .15709 -. 193 -.A72 .64*9 .58333

12 5 -. 08606 .17563 -.191 -. 490 .6347 .63636
X3 6 -. 04967 .17563 -. 110 -. 283 .7931 .6"636 36

Figure 4-16. IFE Ratio Model Results.
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213, there is fairly close agreement between the degradations for each

task element. In addition, the lack of any significance of regression

or individual coefficient contribution leads to the conclusion that the

degradation values associated with each task element included in IFE

are not significantly different at the .10 level. Further analysis of

the complete BMDPIR [28] IFE regression output used to obtain this

data, provided in Appendix E, indicates no significant problems with

the assumptions of non-constant error variance or normality and a high

positive correlation between BDU and MOPP times was found as expected,

Similar analyses of the remaining ratio and difference models

were performed as summarized in Table 4-3. While the ratio models did

not show inconsistencies with any of the movement categories, the

difference models produced a number of significant effects. On closer

analysis, the task elements indicated as highly significant contribu-

tors to the regression were also the three most time consuming elements

to perform. With the response variable defined as the difference

between the MOPP and BDU task element times, this result is not sur-

prising. This suggests that the ratio model is the appropriate model

to use in this situation. •

In conducting the residual analysis for each model, particular

attention was given to the identification of possible outliers. The

majority of the points that were two standard deviations or more away

from the mean occurred when only one MOPP and/or BDU trial was avail-

able for a given subject. Under this circumstance, it is not unrealis-

tic to expect an uncharacteristically low or high time value. To re-

duce this source of variation would involve discarding a complete
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Table 4-3. Regression Results

Ratio Model Difference Model

Code Regr. Coefficients Resid. Regr. Coefficients Resid.

Signif. Significant Plots Signif. Significant Plots
(a-.10) (element #s) * (a'.lO) (element #s) *

GBM no none ok no none ok

RHE no none resid. no #103 ** ok

RHD no none norm no none norm

IHE no none norm yes #122 ** ok

IHD no none ok no none norm

RYE no none ok no #204,206 *** ok

RFD no none ok no #120,217 *** ok -

IFE no none ok no none ok

IFD no none ok yes #219 ** ok

• Resid - weak trend in residual plot

Norm - weak normal plot
•* Highly significant contributors to regression

SWould not contribute significantly at a - .05

series of MOPP and BDU trials, further reducing an already small sample

size. Without any strong evidence that these trials were true out-

liers, the cost of discarding this data in terms of statistical signif-

icance would likely exceed the gain in reduced variability.

In conclusion, the lack of any significant contribution of

either the partial regression coefficients or the regression models a

whole, seems to indicate the taxonomy succeeds in classifying task
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elements according to their level of degradation. However, the high

variability of the data makes the lack of any significant difference in

task element degradation within classes a weak conclusion. To put this

result in perspective, the best that can be said at this point is that

no serious problems appear to exist with the taxonomy.

Estimation of Degradation Factors

As a data consistency check, degradation factors for each cate-

gory )f movement were calculated in two ways. Using an average of the

predicted degradations for each task element obtained from the regres-

sion output, an estimate was obtained which partially accounted for

performance differences between individuals (ratio model). The alter-

nate method, which assumes no differences betweena subjects, involved a "

simple average of all BDU task element Limes divided by the average of

all MOPP times.

The results of these calculations are displayed in Table 4-4.

For roughly 85 percent of the task elements (7 of 46), the two degrada-

tion values were within ± .10 of each other and within ± .05 over 60

percent of the time. This agreement was further reflected in the

average degradation values for each movement class and their relative

rank as shown in the table. Because the estimates obtained from the

regression models have a slight advantage in terms of amaller standard

deviations for the majority of movement classes, these values were

selected for further analysis as described in this next section.

Degradation Factor Analysis

While the previous section provided some insight as to the
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validity within each movement category, this discussion will center on

the ability to distinguish between categories. Ideally, it would be

desirable to consolidate some of the categories if this could be done

without significant loss of accuracy or generality. Three specific

questions need to be answered here in terms of degradation.

1. Is there a significant difference between handling classes

(finger verses hands)?

2. Given an element type and handling class, is there a signif-

icant difference between difficulty classifications?

3. Given a handling and difficulty class, is there a substan-

tial difference between element types (removal versus

installation)?

If there was reason to expect that the distribution of the ratio

of BDU to MOPP task times was normal, the answers to these questions

would be easy to obtain. Unfortunately, this distribution is unknown.

In an effort to account for this uncertaiaty, both parametric and non-

parametric tests were done on the data.

T-Tost. If the populations issociated with two movement

categories can be assumed to be normal and independent, a t-test can be -

used to test the hypothesis:

H0 : 0 1

1i 1' U2

Using BMDP3D [41], two-sample t-tests, with and without the assumption

of equality of variances, were made. In addition, Levene's test for
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equality oZ variances was also computed. This test has been shown to

be less sensitive to departures from normality but must be used with

caution for small sample sizes [17].

Kruskal-Wallis Test. This non-parametric test is an extension

of the Mann-Whitney test for two independent samples and investigates

the hypothesis [251:

HO: All of the K population distribution functions are identi-
cal.

HI: At least one of the populations tends to yield larger obser-
vations than at least one of the other populations.

In addition to requiring the assumptions of independence within and

between samples, this test also assumes that all samples are random

[25]. Although there is little reason to question their independence,

the selection process used to determine which trials would be used for

analysis (e.g. to eliminate learning effects) leaves the randomness

assumption open to question. However, the ability of this test to use

more of the information available than some other commonly used tests

and common reliance on the randomness of samples led to the decision to

use the Kruskal-Wallis Test. BMDP3S [28] was used for this test.

Test Results. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 summarize the t-test and

Kruskal-Wallis test results. In the case of the non-parametric test,

initial computer runs were made using all four movement categories

within a given handling class (e.g. fingers and hands) as a check to

insure that at least one of the four categories were different from the

other three. Significant differences were noted for both handling
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Table 4-5. Finger Degradation Tests

IFD IFE RFD
.671 .771 .736

6 4 4

I"1
.671

6

IFE YES
.771 (.60)

4 YES

RFD NO
.736 (.25)

4 MARG

RFE YES MARG
.843 (.40) (.50)

3 YES MARG

KEY: IFE Movement Code
.768 Degradation ":-7

4 No. of Observations

YES T-Test Results
(.60) Approx. Power of T-Test

YES Kruskal-Wallls Results

YES - significant at a - .10

MARG - significant at .10 < a < .20
NO - not significant at a- .20

classifications, although the fingers showed a much higher degree of

significance (.0093 versus .0994). It should also be noted that a

comparison of finger versus hand degradation was also highly signifi-

cant (a - .0036).

Based on the objectives stated at the beginning of this section,

tests of selected category pairings were conducted as shown in the S
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Table 4-6. Hand Degradatioa Tests

- lD IR~E RHD
.695 .819 .884

4 6 3

IHD
• b95
4

IHE MARG
.819 (.25)

6 MARG

RED YES
.884 (.60)

3 MARG

RHE YES NO
.925 (.70) (.10)

8 YES NO

KEY: KID Movement Code
.884 Degradationa
3 No. of Observations

YES T-Test Results
(.60) Approx. Power of T-Test

YES Kruskal-Wallis Results

YES - significant at a - .10
MARG - significant at .10 < a < .20

NO - not significant at a" .20

tables provided. Good test result consistency was noted between the

Kruskal-Wallis and t-tests. This tends to reinforce the conclusion

that, in the absence of distributional information, the majority of

comparable movement classes do differ. However, the lack of signifi-

cant difference between RFD and IFD war surprising. It was expected

that the difference between installation and removal in a situaton
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results must be considered when reviewing this information. A brief

discussion will be provided in the last chapter which will address

future test design considerations to limit the need for some of these!
assumptions.

Procedural Analysis

The analysis of task procedures was aimed at identifying changes

in the method used to perform task elements (workarounds). Specifical-

ly, it was necessary to know how the use of protective clothing influ-

* enced maintenance procedures and to estimate the potential effect pro-

cedural changes might have on estimating task degradation.

Although there are a number of instances in the literature in

j which the use of MOPP forced changes in procedure, insufficient infor-

mation is available concerning the frequency and effect of workarounds.

Based on a detailed analysis of the two tasks previously discussed and

a brief review of the remaining DO-49 video tapes, very few procedural

changes were observed. Of those changes noted (see Table 4-7), the

majority would simply be reflected as task-time increases and are not

* expected influence the proposed analysis methodology. However, the

finger installation of nuts, or similar threaded fasteners, and subse-

quent wrench tightening bears a closer analysis.

*I As described in Table 4-7, there is a tendency to do more finger

tightening of nuts when doing so against increasing resistance. It is

suspected that the increased ability to apply angular force and protec-

tive effect of the gloves (e.g. against scraping of fingers/hands)

influences subjects to spend more time on this activity, causing it to

0.
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Table 4-7. Procedural Changes

MYPE OF CHANGE DESCRIPTION O0 CHANGE EXAMPLE EFFECT ON METSODOLOGY
.-.-........ ....... . .. e~l ........ . ...... M.......

Tool Usage Inzreased incidental use Punch used to None, limited only by
of tool to assist in dLsasseable M60 finger manipulation
action done primarily Trigger Group vithout tool
with hands or fingers

Tool Usage Use of tool in MOPP when Pliers used to None, plieri primarily
not required in BDU to pick up thin manipulated by fingers
replace bare finger washers/snap (no change in movement
manipulation rings category)

Disorientation More time spent trying General None, accounted for in
to figure out what to do Observation Psychological Degrada-
next (even after many tion Factor (not part
trials) of mechanical degr.)

Deliberate More deliberate pick-up General None, accounted for in
Movement and return, of tools or Observation all movement degrada-

parts tion factors

Finger Against increasing Installation of Change of movement
Tightening resistance, tendency to Cam Damper on difficulty class

tighten nuts w/o tool Breech Block required
more in MOPP which
decreases wrench
tightening time

be highly degraded in terms of task time. As a result, the subsequent

time required for wrench tightening shows little or no degradation. To

adapt the decision model for this circumstance, it was necessary to

change the classification of tightening the cam damper from "difficult"

to an "easy" classification (initial installation was classified as

difficult). If the installation had been classified as easy, it would

have been necessary to change it to a difficult class. In other words,

related operations must be of different difficulty levels in this 31tu-

ation.

In an attempt to verify this effect, a separate experiment,

described in Appendix G, was designed and executed by another research-

"er [76]. Although the actual degradation values differed by 15 to 20

percent as compared to those from DO-49 maintenance tasks, the differ-

ence in degradation was clearly reflected in the data and the comments
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of the subjects. Without exception, the time required to wrench

tighten a nut actually decreased when in MOPP while finger tightening

the nut was highly degraded (average degradation was .55 for IFD).

Degraded Effectiveness

To complete the Degradation Analysis Methodolcgy for M'aintenance

(DAMM), it will be necessary to translate the degradation of movement

categories into a "mechanical degraded ability" for a complete task.

Then, through a modification to the current BRL Performance Degradation

Model, this mechanical degradation can be combined with other degrada-

tion factors (e.g. heat build-up, psychological) to produce an estimate

of degraded effectiveness for maintenance tasks.

Mechanical Degraded Ability

To estimate the mechanical degradation associated with a given

task, an estimate of the relative contribution of each movement cate-

gory to total task time is required. This can be accomplished either

indirectly, through a subjective estimate made by a person familiar

with the task or directly, by timing a qualified mecbhnic while he

performs each task element. Although the direct approach is obviously

more accurate, the taxonomy was designed to facilitate subjective esti-

mates. By first breaking down the job into element types, the percent-

age of time spent on removal, installation and gross body movement (if

any) can be estimated. With this initial partitioning, removal and

installation can each be further subdivided by the contribution the

handling/difficulty classes make to task time (maximum of four
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categories). Using this percentage breakdown and movement category

degradation values, a weighted average can be calculated to arrive at

the desired mechanical degraded ability.

Degraded Effectiveness Calculation

In DAMM, mechanical degradation is defined to include the manual

dexterity, mobility encumbrance and near vision characteristics associ-

ated with maintenance tasks. Therefore, it is necessary to combine

these three factors in the BRL model to produce a single estimate of

the degradation for directed, physical movement. By using this single

factor in the BRL algorithm,. the problem of having to measure near

visual performance is removed. Additionally, the algorithm, which

discounts the effect of euccessive factors on Degraded Effectiveness

(ED M(t)) according to

N
ED- - F1 ( _ FK (t) ) (5)

K-1

is less likely to overestimate the impact of movement degradation. Once

mechanical degraded ability factor has been corrected for task Demand

(DM i) using

0 : DAIM(t) DM jI

FJIM(t) DMjI _ DAAIM D (3)

DM -iJ
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A mechanical degradation factor, FjIM(t), can be obtained and inserted

into equation 5 to yield the overall degraded effectiveness for the

task.

Redefinition of Near Vision

To account for near visual requirements which are not associated

with directed physical movement, the physiological factor for near

visio., must be redefined. Specifically, it should be redefined as

visual acuity required for such tasks as reading instructions, using

measuring devices or acquiring a target when a lapse of other motion.

occurs. It is expected tha; optical coupling problems with various

target acquisition systems will be a primary contributor to this source

of degradatton for combat tasks.

It should be noted that this definition does not include refer-

ence to the restriction of vision due to mask fogging. This effect

occurs most frequently in conditions of high temperature/humidity or

during periods of heavy exertion. Since these variables are associated

with the BRL factor for heat stress, it would seem that this effect

should be partially accounted for in the heat build-up factor.

Li

9
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CHAPTER V

DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

General

This chapter addresses those issues which are related to apply-

ing the methodology described in this thesis. The following sections

focus on three objectives as listed below.

1. Demonstrate the application of DAMM using a maintenance task

which was not used to develop movement degradation factors.

2. Evaluate the performance and ease of application of DAIMH in

predicting task time degradation.

3. Discuss the sensitivity of DAMM parameters and analyze its

impact upon unit effectiveness.

As with any modeling effort, the evaluation of DAMM should be

based on how well it achieves its intended purpose. Unfortunately, the

criterion used to assess its performance is difficult to establish

given the limited amount of reliable information available on the sub-

ject. As such, qualitative evaluation schemes typically dominate the

modeling of performance degradation.

In addition to its ability to provide reasonable estimates of

performance degradation, the ease of application plays a central role

in the evaluation of DAMM. Unless it can be applied with readily

available references and expertise, it could become almost as costly to

apply as the experimentation it is designed to replace.
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Demonstration

Task Selection

As discussed in Chapter IV, a variety of criteria were used to

select DO-49 maintenance tasks for analysis. However, for the purposes

of methodology demonstration, the ability to observe eacih task element

on video tape was not essential. Of the five remaining maintenance

tasks, the M901 Improved Tow Vehicle (ITV) traverse mechanism appeared

to offer the best mix of work content while meeting the desired crite-

ria.

The ITV traverse mechanism task challenged DAMM's ability to

predict degradation for a task requiring a much higher-than-average

degree of manual precision. Performance of this task involved removal 4

and installation of a variety of gears, washers, snap rings, screws and

access plates. The fine linkages associated with many of the compo-

nents caused the majority of task elements to be classified as "diffi-

cult." This was in distinct contrast to the machine gun and breech

block repair tasks which had a much wider variety of handling classes

and difficulty levels.

Task Analysis

The traverse mechanism video tapes were used for three purposes;

(1) to gain sufficient experience with the task to distinguish between

"difficult" and "easy" task elements, (2) to insure all task elements

were being performed and in the manner prescribed by the appropriate TM "

[15] and (3) to obtain a percentage breakdown for task elements. It

4'v
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should be noted that experience with this task would eliminate the need

to obtain this information from video tapes.

After viewing the tapes, the ITV TM was used to identify the

task elements associated with this repair job. Appendix H contains a

listing of these task elements. Using the DAMM decision model, task

elements were classified and an estimate of their respective contribu-

tions to total unencumbered (BDU) task time obtained from the video i /

tapes. An estimate of MOPP time for each element was also obtained for

the purpose of evaluating the expected increase in the percentage of

total task time spent on installation tasks. The results of this anal-

ysis are prtsented in Table 5-1.

As expected, there was a noticeable increase in the contribution

of installation task elements to total task time in MOPP, justifying

their higher degradation values. Overall, there was a five percent

shift; the BDU task run showed 45 percent removal and 55 ?ercent

installation while the MOPP trial breakdown was 40 and 60 percent for

removal and installation, respectively.

Given a predicted degraded ability of .735, a comparison to the

experimentally determined ability of .667 shown in Table 5-2, indicates

reasonable agreement between the two values. With the small number of

observations used to estimate the RFD and IFD degradation values, which

make up over 75 percent of the wrk content, a difference of approxi-

mately .07 is well within the ± 20 percent accuracy typically found

with highly aggregated work measurement techniques such as MTM-3.

However, caution should be exercised in interpreting the significance

of these results. As will be discussed in the next chapter, a truely
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Table 5-1. Traverse Mechan.sm Task Analysis

TASK MOVEM. BDU MOPP % OF DEGR. CONTRIB
ELEM. CLASS TIME TIME TOTAL FACTOR TO TASK

(BDU/MOPP) DEGR.

306 RHD 50.9 99.8 7.4/8.4 .88 .065

301 RHE 3.1 5.3 6.9/4.0 .93 .064
310 RHE 44.7 32.9

302 RFD 30.6 39.3 29.5/27.1 .74 .218
303 RFD 15.4 26.4
304 RFD 16.4 33.7
305 RFD 48.1 80.2
307 RFD 32.8 46.4
308 RFD 23.6 39.8
309 RFD 36.1 57.1i

312 IHD 17.0 39.3 2.5/3.3 .70 .018

311 IRE 43.7 30.1 7.1/3.3 .82 .058
317 IRE 5.3 9.0

313 IFD 67.4 98.6 46.6/54.6 .67 .312 -

314 IFD 19.4 35.6
315 IFD 28.2 79.4 "
316 IFD 37.1 121.7
318 IFD 36.0 61.8
319 IFD 46.2 67.5
320 IFD 86.3 154.4

PREDICTED MECHANICAL DEGRADED ABILITY - .735

Table 5-2. Traverse Mechanism Degradation

BDU TRIAL* TIME MOPP TRIAL* TIME
Sammmmm5m nsaM sasnamn a

Experimental
241 28.9 142 27.1 Degraded 17.43
362 12.4 342 29.9 Ability 26.13
441 15.4 352 21.4 7-,
541 13.0 - .667

MEAN - 17.43 MEAN - 26.13

*Based on trials where subjects bad already performed the task at least

three times. Lack of paired BDU and MOPP runs for these subjects -.

required use of an overall average to estimate "experimental" degraded
ability.
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meaningful evaluation of DAMM can only be obtained thrcugh more precise

estimates of movement category degradations and further application of

this methodology to a much wider range of maintenance tasks.

Given a predicted mechanical degraded ability of .735, it is a

simple matter to incorporate this factor into the calculation of de-

graded effectiveness for the traverse mechanism task as required in the

BRL degradation model. Assuming a demand factor (DMji) of one (e.g.

task must be accomplished as quickly as possible), a temperature of

10*C, and the appropriate MOPP IV Degraded Abilities (DAIM) for Psycho-

logical and Heat Buildup Factors from Table 3-1, Degradation Factors

(FJIM) for each physiological area can be calculated as follows:

DM -DAJIl 14 1- .735FjI4 " DM " I .265 (mechanical factor)

DM -2Df4 .0J2 241- .800 .200 (psychological factor)FJ 24  DMH 2  1

DM - 900
D A3 4  1 . .100 (heat buildup factor)

J34 DMJ3 = 1

By ordering these factors, Degraded Effectiveness can then be calculat-

ed as follows:

3ED4(10) n 1 FI % ,1..')

K-1

- (1-.265l) (1-.2002) (1-.lO0) - .705
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Based on this example, the task can be expected to take 1.42 (1/.075) L

times longer in MOPP than in BDU.

Evaluation

Comparison of Degradation Values

In addition to predicting the degraded effectiveness of specific

tasks, as demonstrated in the previous section, a broader analysis of

the degradation values asociaed with DAMMA is appropriate. Specifi-

cally, the degradations predicted by DAMM should be in the range of

those reported through experimentation.

The review of maintenance-oriented field tests described in

Chapter II (Table 2-1) revealed degraded effectiveness values in the

the range .66 to 1.0. As a much larger data base, maintenance tasks

asociated with MAGIC fall within the range .5 to 1.0. Although this

data reflects moderate temperature ranges, it can be assumed that some

heat buildup and psychological effects are included in these degrada-

tions. Given this assumption, it will be necessary to add in these

effects, which are accounted for separately in the BRL model, in order

to compare these values.

Using a hypothetical worst case of 40 percent RFD and 60 percent

IFD, the mechanical degradation predicted by DAKA would be

(.40)(.736) + (.60)(.671) - .697

By adding in the degraded ability for heat buildup at 20C (.6) and a



psychological factor of .9, the resulting degraded effectiveness at a

demand of one would be

EDJ 4 ( 2 0) - (1- .400) (1 .303) (1- .100) - .539

As a best case, a task which consists solely of gross body

motion (GBM) would involve a mecbhnical degradation of .891. Using a

temperature of OC (no degradation), the resultant degraded effective-

ness would be

1 2 3EDj 4 (O) -(1- .109) (1- .100) (1-0) - .883

It is apparent from these values that DANA provides degradation

estimates which are representative of those found in field situations.

However, the range of effectiveness is not as wide as would be expected

to occur in realistic situations. Although the aggregated classifica-

tion methodology used in DAMM could be expected to underpredict degra-

dation in difficult tasks and overpredict easy jobs (due the averaging

of task element degradations within a given class), movement eategory

degradations based wider range of tasks may improve the situation.

A potentially greater contribution to accuracy could be obtained

through the addition of a third difficulty classification similar to -:7.
that used in MAGIC. Assuming sufficient data was available to support

this modification, a probable gain in accuracy would be realized at the

expense of ease in application. The significant increase in movement

"/ o
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categories would complicate the classification of task elements and the

proportional breakdown.

Sensitivity of Unit Effectiveness

As discussed in Chapter 11, the BRL degradation algorithm pro-

vides input to the Army Unit Resiliency Analysis (AURA) model. AURA is

unique in that it represents an amalgamation of accepted state-of-the-

art methodologies for evaluating the effectiveness of Army units. AURA

outputs, displayed in Figure 5-1, provide time dependent information on

unit resiliency. However, MOP? degradation is only one of the many

input routines as shown in Figure 5-2.

Since the need for more accurate degradation information is a

key motivating factor for this research, its impact upon unit effec-

tiveness must be established. Two Army units were evaluated using AURA

to investigate the relationship between degraded abilities, task per-

formance and unit effectiveness.

A Forward Support Maintenance Company, which provides intermedi-

ate direct support maintenance to combat units, was initially evaluated

- QUANTITATIVE UNIT EFFECTIVENESS

- PERSONNEL AND MATERIEL LOSSES

- TASK PERFORMANCE AND DEGRADATION

- REASON FOR DEGRADATION ('ACHILLES' HEEL)

- MOST EFFECTIVE METHODS OF MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

Figure 5-1. AURA Outputs
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without incorporating the impact of offensive action by threat forces.

This scenario represented a unit which had assumed MOPP IV based on

threat of chemical attack and continued to perform its mission in MOPP.

Since heat stress and fatigue effects are not included, unit effective-

ness remained constant over time.

Six AURA runs were made to investigate the impact of modifying

baseline degraded effectiveness values for unit mechanics, as shown in

Table 5-3. It should be noted that these values represent the average

"MOPP IV mechanical abilities for a specified range of Military

Occupational Specialties (MOS). Based on the similarity of their nor-

mal work requirements, eac*: MOS was placed into one of the groups list-

ed and assigned a degraded ability value. Although not critical to the

sensitivity analysis, these numerical values are a best estimate of the

degradation normally associated with the common tasks in each special-

ty.

The behavior of unit effectiveness as a function of average

"mezhanical degraded ability for unit mechanics is provided in Figure

5-3. At higher levels of degradation, the increase in unit effective-
I-• ness with increasing ability to perform is almost linear and becomes

"asymptotic beyond .70. Although the degradation level at which this

"asymptotic behavior occurs can be expected to vary based on input para-

meters and unit type, it is obvious that overestimating degradation has

a substantial impact upon unit effectiveness below this critical

point.

In a sensitivity analysis previously conducted by BRL (73], a

1.•i M109 Field Artillery Battery was evaluated using a range of MOP? IV
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Table 5-3. Mechanical Degraded Ability - Forward Support
Mainte nance Company

MECHANICAL DEGRADED ABILITY (Percent of Base)
MOS Grouping 50% 25% 10% BASE 110% 125%

Supervisory* .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95

Administrative* .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80

Inspectors* .90 .90 .90 .90 .90 .90

Track Mechanics .38 .56 .68 .75 .83 .93

Wheel Mechanics .35 .53 .63 .70 .77 .88

Electronics Repair .33 .48 .59 .65 .72 .81

Armament Repair .38 .56 .68 .76 .83 .93

Engineer Equip. Repair .33 .48 .59 .65 .72 .81

*These personnel do not actually perfom maintenance tasks. Degraded
Abilities were not modified.

UNIT US IHDIUIDUAL EFFECTIWENESS

9 12

7 52

W 44

3- (S
'7•'

.4 .6 .7 .8

DEGRADED EFFECTIVENESS

Figure 5-3. Unit Versus Individual Effectiveness
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degraded abilities which were uniformly applied to the init as a whole.

However, unlike the maintenance unit, the artillery battery was sub-

jected to several threat scenarios and unit effectiveness was evaluated

over time. The results of these AURA runs are provided in Figures 5-4

and 5-5. Although each scenario resulted in slightly different curves,

there wns almost a one-to-one relationship between a reduction in MOPP

IV effectiveness and unit effectiveness, particularly during the first

few hours of simulated combat. This is consistent with the slope of

the straight line portion of Figure 5-3.

In summary, the impact of individual performance degradation

upon unit effectiveness is significant, especially at high levels of

MOPP degradation. When the BRL degraded abilities for manual dexterity

and mobility encumbrance are compared to the mechanical degraded abili-

ty developed for DAMM as in Figure 5-6, the projected difference in

unit effectiveness could be 50 perc.'mt or more, depending upon the

scenario and type of unit involved.

Sensitivity of Degraded Effectiveness

Given the sensitivity of unit effectiveness to changes in de-

graded effectiveness (ED), a brief analysis of those factors which

influence this variable is also pertinent to the evaluation of DAMM.

Based on the BRL model, ED is a function of individual Degraded Abili-

ties (DA) involved with the task and the demand for these abilities.

Assuming the relationships established by the mathematical algorithm

correctly characterize personnel degradation, knowledge concerning how

accurate one must be in determining mechanical degradation may prove

useful.
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q.

CURRENT BRL x DEGRADATION ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY x METHODOLOGY FOR

X MAINTENANCE (DAMM)

DEGRADED ABILITIES

x
Manual Dexterity .30 x

x
"x Mechanical Ability - .80*
"x (Range of .67-.93)
x

Mobility Encumbrance .50 X
x

DEGRADED EFFECTIVENESS

x
ED - (1-.701) (1-.502) x ED - (1-.2t1)**

x
-. 225 x -. 80

x

* Average of the nine movement category degradation values

•* For physical movement only (near vision component of physical move- W

ment not included)

Figure 5-6. Comparison of Methodologies

Because the BRL algorithm discounts the impact of successive

degradation factors, the magnitude of the mechanical DA factor, in

comparison to other potential sources of degradation, is critical. As

supported in a wide variety of studies, heat stress associated with

wearing protective clothing is the most significant contributor to 17

-q.
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performance degradation at high temperatures or humidity. This fact is

properiy reflected in heat buildup factors in the BRL Degraded Ability

Matrix (Table 2-3). As a result, the impact of an incorrect estimate

for mechanical DA is not as severe when heat buildup is the largest

factor.

Based on a mechanical ability of .8 at MOPP IV, the effect of

increasing DA error on degraded effe(tiveness at a temperature of 300C 0

(e.g. heat buildup is dominant) is shown in Figure 5-7. At this tem-

perature, a 20 percent overestimate of mechanical DA only results in an

ED error of 10 percent. However, the rapid decrease in ED at low tem-

peratures (e.g. mechanical degraded ability is dominant), demands a

much higher degree of accuracy and is a primary motivator for improved

U3 8OLDIER ABILITY US EFFECTIVENESS
z 1

S 4iC.H It 01r 1 .1 A T ESI-• "-: • • .•,• :•" M E i::H D 01" I N R T E:S'.:::

S,'•l_' -" " '~
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Lu-J

Ld 44-
39

Ld .2,.,- -

+2-C1 +10 C) -10 -2 0 -C0 4C-) 50"

% ERROR IN MECHANICAL DEGRADED ABILITY j
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Figure 5-7. Scldier Ability Versus Effectiveness ,.
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degradation estimates. From this plot, the obvious concern should be

for the overestimation of degraded abilities. DAMM has been specifi-

cally designed for just such a purpose.

"A?

.1".

o.4

ft. 1



CHAPTER VI

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Recomm~endations]

Throughout this thesis, a concerted effort has been made to

describe the knowledge voids which exist in the study of performance

degradation. DAMM was developed to draw upon a variety of subject

areas, ranging from work measurement to the modeling of degradation, to

fill some of these voids. Its usefulness in accomplishing this purpose

is the prcimary focus of this final chapter. With this goal in mind,

the applications of DAMM and recommendations for its improvement will

be discussed in the-following sections.

Applications of Methodology

As the most direct application of DAMM, improved degradation

estimates are important to variety of CW doctrinal and training areas.

The most critical problem in these interest areas is usually the lack

of realistic degradation data.

At least for maintenance tasks, DAMM provides a method to great-

ly expand the degradation data base for a wide variety of jobs without

resorting to time consuming and costly experimentation. More specifi-

cally, "benchmark" maintenance tasks could initially be identified as a

representative range of repair jobs and then evaluated using DAIM.

Using a "pigeonholing" technique similar to UMS, other maintenance task

degradations could be established based on their similarity to the

.N.•
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benchmark jobs. For a higher level of aggregation, such as that

required by AURA, an appropriate mix of these maintenance tasks could

be identified for a given MOS. Using a weighted average based on typi-

cal task frequency, the degradation associated with an MOS could then

be established.

The implications of this for combat doctrine and training are

numerous. For example, with continuing emphasis on "fix forward" m.ain-

tenance support, intermediate direct support maintenance teams must

contend with possible chemical contamination. Using DAMM, it Is possi-

ble to identify highly degraded maintenance tasks, without direct

experimentation, and determine those equipment items that should be

evacuated and decontaminated rather than fixing them on site in MOPP.

In addition, highly desirable task components identified by DAMM

could assist in tactical decision making and individual training

programs. Through quantitative estimates of degradation, more informed

command decisions for the selective application of MOPP to specific

individuals/tasks and better timing of MOPP level increases could

improve unit effectiveness. Limited unit training time could be

improved by focusing on the most degraded portions of a task and

capitalizing on available "workarounds." Individual performance time

could be cut by ',0 percent or more based on the learning effects noted

in many studies.

In view of the increased emphasis on CW operations, it may be

useful to establish time standards for common repair tasks in MOPP.

The Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP), which provides

training standards for virtually all Army units, could be modified to
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incorporate MOPP time standards using DAMM. In addition to providing a

distinct training goal, this action would provide unit leaders with

task-time degradation estimates needed for tactical decision making as

described earlier.

In addition to the more direct applications discussed above,

DAM could indirectly assist in the evaluation of force development

changes and help verify the operational effectiveness of new material.

Inherent in this type of analysis is the general objective of verifying

the capability of soldiers and units, under the various protective

levels of MOPP, to perform essential tasks and employ/maintain their

equipment. Figure 6-1 presents a few of the applications that DAMM may

have in facilitating analysis in these areas.

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

- Concentrate research on those aspects of protective clothing
which cause the highest degree of mechanical degradation
(most "bang f.c the buck").

- Design equipment for maintainability in MOPP based on the
characteristics associated with highly degraded task ele-
ments.

FORCE DEVELOPMENT

- Identify those maintenance-oriented MOSs that are highly
degraded and use this information to assess their impact
upon unit effectiveness.

- Analyze the ability of the current maintenance force struc-
ture to accomplish required missions in MOPP by providing
more realistic estimates of HOPP degradation at low to
moderate temperature ranges in computerized wargames and
training simulations. y

Figure 6-1. Applications for Equipment and Force Development

7.I
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Recalibration of DAMM

In order to fully achieve the applications just discussed,

additional research and experimentation is necessary. Of primary con-

cern is the limited data base upon which DAMM movement category degra-

dations are based. To fully validate the proposed maintenance task

taxonomy, a much larger number of task elements are needed to estimate

the degradation values within each category. Based on additional data,

the method of the analysis demonstrated in Chapter IV can be used to

recalibrate DAMM.

Based on a synthesis of data analysis, video tape observations

and past MOPP performance test recommendations, a neries of specific

test design recommendations, provided in Figure 6-2, were developed to

facilitate this recalibration effort. Since the DO-49 study is an

on-going series of field -ests, some of these recommendations have

already been implemented based on this resear-h effort.

Methodology Expansion

A variety of limitations were placed on the development of DA±IM,

largely due to data availability and limited research time. Of parti-

cular interest to current researchers would be its expansion to include

jobs other than maintenance tasks. Limitations associated with skill/

learning effects and group tasks represent other areas for substantial

improvement.

Expansion to General Military Tasks. Based on the principles

used to develop DAMM, it would be feasible to establish additional

movement categcries for general military tasks which do not involve the

I"
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TEST DESIGN

- Minimize task learning by allowing subjects to perform job
at least twice prior to record runs.

- Recommend using a k-factor factorial design with 8 to 10

subject6 per task.*

- Where possible, uia some subjects for all tasks.

- Use posttest questionnaire to subjectively evaluate perceiv-
ed degradation and workarounds.

TEST CONTROL

- Establish a standardized procedure for unencumbered work
(restrict pauses, unusual methods, etc.)

- Minimize experimental condition changes.

DATA COLLECTION

- Identify key task elements in advance of test for filming
close ups.

- Use consistent camera angles and ranges throughout test.

*Based on analysis of DO 49 maintenance task variability by an indepen-
dent researcher 168]. Actual design was a four factor factorial to
partition for subjects, MOPP, movement factors and day/night condi-
tions. Desired power of the test was .90.

Figure 6-2. Testing Recommendations

removal and installation of components. Although the number of varia-

bles associated with these categories is likely to be larger than typi-

cally associated with well-defined task 'areas such as maintenance, it

may be possible to develop separate taxonomies for specialized missions

performed in the Army (e.g. Infantry, Armor, Artillery) as well as for

general missions which all units must perform (e.g. clerical, super-

visory, maintenance). By developing separate systems based on the
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principles of physical motion and performance degradation, it may be

possible to reduce taxonomy size and variability to a manageable level

and could facilitate the estimation of mechanical degradation associat-

ed with a given MOS. It is also expected that degradation values for

similar movements in two separate taxonomies may be different based on

typical work content (e.g. gross body movement degradation for infantry

tasks may be higher than for maintenance tasks).

Skill Level. Some of the most troubling aspects of non-repeti-

tive task analysis are related to learning effects and skill level. A

Altho,-6 h a commonly made assumption, it is unrealistic ýo assume a

"fully-trained" stats for all military personnel. An important addi-

tion to a methodology such as DAMM would be to introduce degradation

factors for each category of movement which are dependent upon the

skill level of the individual. The general intent would be to degrade

less skilled soldiers more highly based on the task and MOPP learning

that inevitably occurs. Unfortunately, very little data is available

to Pupport such an appioach at the present time. However, with some

additional effort to identify an appropriate mix of subjects of differ-

ent skill levels, a reasonable factorial test could be designed to

investigate this issue.

Group Tasks. DAMM was oriented toward individual performan:e it,

an effort to limit the scope of this research. However, expan sion to

group tasks would greatly improve its range of applicability. One

possible approach would be to establish an activity network for the ,.

taak to be analyzed and identify the critical path based on the prece-

dence of task elementr and expected completion times. However, it is

.4 ,•
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possible that the critical path will change with the application of

MOPP. As recommended by Cox and Jeffers (36], it may be necessary to

establish a flexible task sequence, which recognizes that many group

tasks do not have rigid task element schedules. The synergic

relationship between group members, due to effects such as leadership

and personnel skill levels, could also present problems in this

area.

Conclusions

The development of the proposed Degradation Analysis Methodology

for Maintenance was based on a series of intermediate objectives. In

concluding this research, it is appropriate to review these objectives

\i in the light of their contribution to DAMM.

In developing a taxonomy for maintenance task analysis, a review

of maintenance management, work classification/measurement and human

performance literature was conducted. The unique characteristics of

maintenance tasks and the techniques for classifying and measuring

low-quantity work proved to be major contributors to taxonomy develop-

ment. A wide variety of MOPP performance testing results were used to

establish the link between physiological factors and performance degra-

dation. Recent maintenance-oriented field tests and operational test-

ing of equipment were the most useful in identifying key elements of

"mechanical" degradation due to protective clothing.

Based on a review of available performance degradation models,

the BRL methodology was selected as the standard upon which DAM would

7 be based. The flexibility of this algorithm and the wide usage of the
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Army Unit Resiliency Analysis (AURA) model which it supports were major

factors in ics selection.

Using the resulting taxonomy, individual movement category

degradation values were estimated from selected DO-49 maintenance

tasks. Regression analysis and two group comparison techniques were

used to evaluate the consistency of the methodology. Given the limita-

tons of the data, these tests proved sufficient method validity

existed to warrant its incorporation into the BRL algorithm.

Criteria for evaluating DAMM was aimed at demonstrating its

improved performance in predicting task-time degradation as compared to

the current BRL methodology. The sensitivity of unit effectiveness to

DAMN accuracy was evaluated through the use of AURA. Finally, the

applications of DAMN were discussed and recommendations for methodology

improvement provided. The result is a methodology which will improve

the Army's ability to predict task-time degradation for maintenance

tasks.

Based on the ability of our potential adversaries to employ

chemical warfare, it is essential that our military forces be capable

of operating in a chemically contaminated environment. The threat of

reduced unit effectiveness is real from both the standpoint of chemical

agent casualties and the restrictions placed on the individual soldier

by our protective measures. As it was so aptly stated over 65 years

ago

Whether or not gas will be employed in future wars is a matter
of conjecture, but the effect is so deadly to the unprepared
that we can never afford to neglect the question.

G- eneral John J. Pershing
Annual Report to Congress, 1919
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APPENDIX A

Chemical Protective Ensemble

I. M17A1 Protective Mask

The M17Al mask consists of the facepiece assembly, a pair of
eyelens outserts, and a mask carrier. It is a combat mask which
protects the face, eyes, and r-spiratory tract of the wearer from
field concentrations of chemical and biological agents.

I1. M6A2 Protective Hood

The M6A2 hood is made of butyl rubber coated nylon cloth. It
covers the head and neck of the wearer. When properly fitted to
the protective mask, it provides protection against vapors, aero-
sols, and agent droplets. The hood covers the head without
interfering with the combat helmet.

III. Chemical Protective Suit

The Chemical Protective Suit (Overgarment) is a two-layer perme-
able fabric jacket and trouser suit designed to be worn over loLg
sleeve fatigues and normal underclothing. The garment outer
layer is a nylon/cotton twill, dyed olive drab, and treated with
a water resistant polyurethane foam laminated to nylon tricot.
It is intended for protection of personnel exposed to vapors,
aerosols, and liquid agents.

IV. Chemical Protective Footwear Covers

The Chemical Protective Footwear Cover (Overboot) is a butyl
rubber boot. The footwear covers are designed to exclude contam-
ination from the boots and feet, and provide a rapid means for
removal of contamination. This overboot is a one-size-fits-all
cover which is worn over the combat boot.

V. Chemical Protective Glove Set

The Chemical Protective Glove Set consists of a pair of 14.5 inch
length, 0.025 inch thick butyl rubber outer gloves and a pair of
thin cotton gloves. They are designed to exclude contamination
from the hands, and provide a rapid means for removal of contami-
nation. Since the outer cover does not allow the passage of air,
the cotton liner glove serves to absorb perspiration.
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APPENDIX B

M109 Breech Block Disassembly and Assembly*,

CAWNON 0REECH MECHANISM OISASSEMBLY ANO ASSEMBLY
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4'4

Move extractor awaV from obturatoli nut (19). Supoort firing
Mechanism block I1I and housing (20). Unscrew obturator nut
with sponnee wenctwh (21). Remove firing macfianiem" housing.
block. and obturator opwing (22). J Push otn obturator. and then pull obturitaor groupo (231away

from breeichblock (131.W
NOT!E

For disassembly of firing mechanism housing block. see NT

filgii7.110.For disassembly of obturator group. see page lIDt. .

WARNtNG

behbokand carrier with rage.

K Inserf cleenling staff 3243 through breech block (313 and carrier
3253 Slde reecblok of carie an onu staff.

Cannon snould be Mayledes silghtly and cam raised and
f aecured with Ma srp to'cab roof.

U~

12-

33 14 WARNING
It inkee two Men to Install a broachblock.

H4 With carrier (13 in fully open position. instalt breechblock (123.
Use cleaning staff (313 wrapped with ragsl to protect carrier and

G titechblock.

I With carrier in tfuly Open position, align closing tug (143 with
detant plunger (15). With operating rack and opierating gear

"rechblock caopletely on. Recheck alignment marks. -

is

.7-

i Istal btuatr goup11) I boadbicch K opect oburtorseing417. nstllfirng ecanim-

4181and ousng (9). ecue obur
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22 a

UNLOCK

L ita plunge grou (21) and two screws or snap (22). Besu', M Using drive punch, depoes deitent plunger 115) and rotate
plunge tip seats in narow 0lo of the obturstor nut (2011. breechbiock to unlock rosition.

0 Re%"*s str olde NO (or251 to roof and owrcami Install
N -nage clutch pin(23) to closeabroeciblock (121. Meturn oparsI- carn damper (26). Adjust INstone bewe sn cap ends to A
Wig handle (24) to stop. IncIee 10 aml for cmre cen tension Tighten lock nut 127).

NOWE
You mayw haoe a differe-nt typ adjuator with tagS for a
crsecent wraidh rather than hioles lor spmanner wrench.

PApply pre-Ipee toIIIe on breec macheniwn lea springs.
uaingispanner wrench (23) Installed In holea of adjustor (M). The s
notche In the adjustor pr ovide gruduationa of adluitnemnt. Do
not apply more pro-load then Is necsesry to close bt~chc
seactmem. Use, of the final no-ch reduces life of the leaf springs C0 Applv preawe to sto plate 129) and rack sor~ngs (20) with

end should be used only asnecessar hammer hndle and slide rack plate (31) over stop plae

31 _

A Slide rack plat 031) forawrd ItII rear hale of resk taat S ihIn ehanlm blc'13) in cente peeltmia insart
engaeso pl1nger. bIngechametm 0:2 e -1d roaecunterclockwiee.
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APPENDIX C

M60 Machine Gun Assembly and Disassembly*

EXTERNAL PARTS AND WHERE TO
FIND THEM

FLASH SUPPRESSOR

COVRLTH CKNHARYNGL HANDLFOO

INSTALL BAAREL WIHBPOCSCSCRKBRE
SEMBY LOKINGLEVE

HINSTLGRGEEGOPISAL EFSRN
SHOULDER

*~tracRES uTM -05241 6

BIPOD LE

PLUNGERp
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TRIGGER GROUP

SEAR TRIGGER

DISASSEMBLE 
SPRING

1 HOLD DOWN ON SEAR SEAR
PLUNGE1.

2 REMOVE SEAR PIN AND SPRING TRIGGER

3 REMOVE SEAR. SEAR
PLUNGER. AND SPRING SEAR PIN

4 REMOVE TRIGGER PIN 0•, .JWj =r 0_•,[ ,..

5 REMOVE TRIGGER

S~~PIN "

GAS SYSTEM

USE COMBINATION WRENCH

KEEP IT CRY GAS CYLINDER

WASHER

NUT •,•"''

VENT VENT HOLES

WASHER &: PLUG,'.-

PISTON

HOLE TO FRONT-

"No TORQUE REQUIREMENT

.~**.-..
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APPENDIX D

Data and Descriptive Statistics (BMDPlD)

I. M109 breech Block Task - BDU Trials
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II. M109 Breech Block Task - MOPP Trials

A. Raw Data
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III. M60 Machine Gun Task- BDU Trials

A. Raw Data
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IV. M60 Machine Gun Task - MOP? Trial.s

A. Raw Data
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KLPPENDIX E 6

Sample Regression Output -IFE (BIMPlR)
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APPENDIX F

Kruskal-Wallis and T Test Output (BMDP3S and BMDP3D)

I. Finger Movement Categories

A. T Test Output
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B. Kiuskal-Wallis Test Output
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II. Hana Movement Categories

A. ' Test Output
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B. Krusk~al-Wallis Test Output
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APPENDIX G

Progressive Resistance Experiment (68]

I. Experimental Design

A. Choice of Factors and Levels

Four movement categories, IFE, RFE, MHE, RHE, were selected to -

construct a small task which would require the performance of subtasks

which could be classified into one of the above categories. Five indi-

viduals (all Army officers familiar with chemical protective equipment)

were selected to perform this task. Each individual would per~orm the

task six times, three in normal field clothing (BDU) and three in pro-

tective clothing (MOPP). Differences between BDU and MOPP performance

were of primary interest. Differences in individual performance across

the four categories was also investigated.

B. Design

A work station was built which required the subject to pick up a

7/16" nut and thread it onto a bolt against some spring resistance to a

point at which it could no longer be finger tightened (IFE, install

finger easy). At this point, the subject was to pick up a wrench and

continue to tighten the nut until a washer mounted on the mechanism

stopped the movement and then put the wrench down (IHE, install hand

easy). The subject was then instructed to pick the wrench up and

loosen the nut until it could be removed from the bolt and place the

nut down beside the work station (RFE, remove finger easy). The range

t..'-
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of movementi were the same for all individuals and each subject was

allowed to practice the task in BDU and MOPP prior to any data

collection. The scheduling of subjects and treatments was completely

randomized.

A factorial design was chosen in order to examine the interac-

tions between individuals, the classification categories and protective

posture. Degradation was defined as the ratio of the average BDU trial

time and average MOPP trial time for each individual/classification

category combination.

II. Results -.

Subject Degradations (BDU Time/MOPP Time)
Movement
Category A B C D E AVE

IFE .606 .576 .511 .525 .462 .536*

IHE 1.074 1.360 1.189 1.077 1.297 1.199*

RHE .978 1.121 1.003 .793 1.102 .999

RPE .910 .651 .917 1.025 .440 .789

*Subjects finger tightened nut down farther in MOPP and required less
time to tighten nut with wrench.

'.,*

p-.2
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APPENDIX H

ITV Traverse Mechanism Task Elements

EVENT CODE EVENT DESCRIPTION TM REFERENCE*

301 RHE Loosen Gear Shaft Nut 4-20 b (Id)

302 RFD Remove Nuts, Gear & Washers 4-20 b (Id)

303 RFD Remove #6 Spacer Plate 4-20 b (ib)

304 RFD Remove #22 Plate & Shim 4-20 b (if)

305 RFD Remove T.M. Plate Screws 4-20 b (le)

306 RED Remove T.M. Plate 4-20 b (ie)

307 RFD Remove Ring Plate 4-20 b (is)

308 RFD Remove Cover Plate 4-20 b (lh)

309 RID Remove Snap Rings & Gears 4-20 b (1J)

310 RHE Remove Gear Shaft Assembly 4-20 b (1k)

311 IHE Install Gear Shaft Assembly 4-20 f (2j)

312 IHD Install T.M. Plate 4-20 f (2o)

313 IFD Secure T.M. Plate 4-20 f (2o)

314 IFD Install #6 Spacer Plate 4-20 f (2r)

315 IFD Install #22 Plate & Shim 4-20 f (2p)

316 IFD Install Nuts, Washers & Gear 4-20 f (2q)

317 IFD Install Cover Plate 4-20 f (2c)

318 IFD Install Ring Plate 4-20 f (2b)

319 IFD Install Gears & Snap Rings 4-20 f (2m)

*Obtained from TM 9-2350-259-34 (8]
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